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Minutes of the Meeting of 

. THE LITERARY CLUB 

Sept. 21, 1953 

Summer, as it has a habit of doing, passed quickly for members 

of the Literary Club and the evening of September 21, 1953, found a 

goodly number assembled once more in familiar club rooms on East Fourth 

Street, to begin the l05th year of the club's history. 

The annual business meeting passed by with rather rapid dispatch, 

carrying on the traditions of the previous year during which business 

meetings were noted by their brevity. 
' 

The meeting was called to order by President Keagy following which 

the Secretary read the minutes of the June 1, 1953 meeting and also pre

sented his annual report. Both were approved, following a number of 

facetious objects filed by the purists among the club's members. The 

Secretary, it seems, does not always write and pronounce his native tongue. 

as others would have him do. 

In the absence of the treasurer, Mr. Anderson, the Secretary read 

the treasurer's annual report, which isattached to a.nd made part of 

these minutes. 

Mr. Shine, speaking for the trustees, reported that an effo~t had 

been made to remove the squeaks in the chairs by tightening up bolts in 

: the arms, but that there was little success, a statement verified by the 

ears of club members. Other chairs, he said, had been repaired and up

holstered, minor painting had been done and some small items attended to. 

Then, adopting a pessimistic tom~, Mr. Shine remarked that there was a 
I 

deficit in operating costs over receipts, with other expenses coming up, 

1 and suggested that the club should adopt an aueteri ty program. This 

mood, however, was not shared by the membership as a whole, which thought 

the report quite good and optimistic in view of the circums·tance. It was 

therefore adopted. 
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T~,ere were no reports from the Librarian and Historian. The 

clerk ann~unced that the program of papers was in shape for the coming year. 

President Keagy.appointed Messers Sagmaster, Hess~er and Virginius 

Hall to serve as a committee to draw up a memorial to our late member, 

Carl D. Groat •.. There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned. 

Prior to the business meeting came Michael Krouse with the first 

paper of the year. Entitled 11 The First Time I law Paris 11 , it turned out 

to be a fastly moving guide to many major and minor eights of the French 

Capital. Mr. Krouse lived in Paris for a half year and had time to cover 

the ground he described. His trip upon which he escorted the members of 

the club was made at the speed of sound and left many of them breathless 

and longing for a quiet bench beside the Seine where they might rest. Mr. 

Krouse followed his impressions of the beautiful city with a defense of 

the Frenchman's current attitude toward world affairs and a slight slap on 

the wrist of Americans who, Mr. Krouse said, may be powerful but lack the 

rich spirit and soul of Europeans. In its descriptive phrases and its 

poetry of language, Mr. Krouse's paper was outstanding. 

The budget on September 28 was read by Robert A. Black, making his 

second appearance before the members in lees than 12 months. The three 

papers were by associates of the Cincinnati Public Library, Mr. Vitz, 

Mr. Miller and Mr. Black, the latter being a member of the board. 

For his contributio~, Mr. Vitz discussed "The McGuffey Readers and 

Henry Fe.rny", revealing the little-known fact that Farny, himself a member 

of the Literary Olub, was one of the illustrators of the famous textbooks, 

contributing to all volumes and accounting for about one quarter of the 

total illustrations. The Farny drawings, Mr. Vitz remarked, were lifelike 

and a pleasant departure from the flowery and stereotyped art of the day. 

Mr. Miller told of the youth writing of Father Francis Finn of 

Cincinnati, a teacher at St. Xavier Parochial School, whose adventure 
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- 3- September 21, 1953 

books for boys stressed the theme of success through prayer. Some of 

Father Finn's books are still best sellers among Catholic youth. 

The final paper, by Mr. Black, was concerned with "Canadian Poli

tics• and gave club member Malcolm McGregor, himself a native of the 

land of the maple leaf, a bad half hour. Through his disous·sion of the 

machinery of Canada's government and an encyclopedic resume of Canadian 

history, Mr. Black touched on many points with which Mr. McGregor, 

straining at hia leash in the back of the room, disagreed. It is well 

for the minutes that Mr. McGregor was not called upon to fill the 

secretary's shoes that night. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~p.~~ 
George P. itimson, 
.~LJUIICIO lidit101 
s .. c:._. ........ ~~ 



Minutes of the Meeting of 

THE LITERARY OLUB 

October 5, 1953' 

Beginning the first full month of their 1953,54 season, members 

the Literary Club assembled in the Club House on the evening of 

October 5, 1953. 

President Walter R. Keagy presided over the business meeting 

ich save for the reading of the minutes by the secretary, which same were 

oved, had only one item of business. 

A committee composed of Joseph Sagmaster, chairman, Virginius 

and William H. Hessler, submitted a memorial to the late fellow 

ber, carl D. Groat. This memorial, read by Mr. Sagmaster, was ordered 

pread upon the minutes of the club and copies sent to members of the 

This was done. 

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned. 

Prior to the business meeting, French Eugene Wolfe read a paper 

titled "One of a Hundred. 11 The subject was Walter P. Morse, a Cowley 

ather of the Episcopal Church. This monastic order, with only 100 
' 

in the world, is associated with the Anglican branch of the 

Father Morse, a Milwaukeean, forsook his early career as a 

and broker at the age of 25 and entered the order, becoming a 

ather at the age of 30, in 1922. He served in Korea, Japan~ China and 

ndia, with many interesting experiences• Now i~ the United S:lates, 

ather Morse was cited by Mr. Wolfe as one of those who gave up worldly 

ode to devote his life to selfless work in the name of the church. , 

The younger generation was given a clean bill of health by 

illiam E. Anderson on ectober 12, 1953. Father of three teen-agers, 

and·one child not far distant from that magic period in life, Mr. 

spoke from experience. He cited the case of one daughter 
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October 5, 

worked long hours in a cherry factory in the summer months. Another 

o-:is spending her junior year in college in India and her intelligent 

eporte from that land, and a son who, beneath his bubbling youthful 

raonality, has a sense of responsibility. His .answer, expressed to the 

stion expressed in the title of his paper •what Can We Expect?", was 

that only, good lies ahead. 

On October 19 the Club's own private Viking wrote a paper about 

one of his fellow Norwegians. Walter c. Beclcj ord' s "Viking of the North" 

s about a character who has contributed much to the world's knowledge 

f the Arctic, Fridtjof Nansen, Mr. Beckjord wrote interestingly and 

reverently of the man who proved the theory of polar currents with his 

emoa1a.ble voyage of the "Fram" fl.nd who reached latitude 86 degrees north 

in his own unsuccessful dash for the pole in 1894. A prolific writer 

and able explorer, he was also a politician, playing a part in the split 

f Norway from Sweden and serving as Norwegian minister to England in 

906 to 1908.· Mr. Beckjord cited Hansen as a. great example of leadership 

se achievements will be remembered long after his death in 1931 • 

said the Cincinnati Viking, "truly walked alone into the sunset.• 

Winding up the month of October, 63 members of the Club cele~rated 

its 104th birthday with the traditional dinner at 'the Club House. Assembl

ing shortly after 6 p.m., the 'literary lights partook of excellent canapes 

and cocktails served in the living rooms and then sat down to a sumptuous 

in the holy of holies itself. The long tables sagged under the 

delicious food and the atmosphere had the pleasant pungency of 

cigar and cigarette smoke. In and about the haze flitted Mrs. Browning 

and her capaple assistants, ministering to the fe~sters. 

· When it came time for the literary exercises to follow, President 

Keagy rapped for order and an expectant quiet fell upon the multitude. 

Keagy read greetings from the club's oldest member, Simeon Johnson, 
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regretted hie absence, and then launched upon the reading of a three

er budget which proved to be axactly tailored for the occasion • 

. Mr. Keagy' e own paper, 11 The Anabasis of Xenophon", dealt: .with 

he march of the 10,000 Greeks, led by Xenophon, back to the sea after 

hey had smashed the Persians at Oanaxa. Mr. Ke~gy placed the emphasis 

the discipline and courage of the Greek hoplite, who demonstrated 

the vaunted military power of Persia was .fictioue. And he urged that 

should read the story of the great adventure. 

"The Land of Cockaigne" by Joseph Sagmaster, was an enlightening 

evelation of the origins and peculiarities of the Cockney dialect. Mr. 

agmaster studied the subject at first hand in London last summer and had 

essof1s from a cockney expert. His examples of cockney, read by Mr. 

were delicious. 

Finally came James Maxwell with a New Yorkerish offering of the 

magnitude. "A Plan" described the life of perpetual crisis led by 

he Maxwell family because of a faulty electrical system. The "plan" 

eferred to was worked out so that the use of various appliances would 

ot overload the fuses. It required invaluable coordination between 

band and wife and resulted in stealthy spying on a maid who refused to 

ide by the rules and popped fuses· like corn over the fire in October. 

this upl'oarious and e~tremely clever note, the reading of the papers~ 

Those· who linger~d on after the meeting, as many did, talked lohg 

a wonderful evening or, as in the case of a few, argued heatedly over 

issues in the coming election. The issues will be soon forgotten, 

the l04th annual dinner of the Literary Club will linger in the 

~r.l~t::ed, 
George P. Stimson, 
Secretary 



CARL D. GROAT 

The death of Carl Groat deprived the Club of a greatly admired 

our Editors' ~group and one of our friendliest spirits. This 

huge but always gentle man had a keenly perceptive mind, with a long 

background of newspaper experience in this country and abroad and an un

failing sense of humor. He always ·enjoyed a warm welcome at Club meetings, 

papers and his comversation enriched the lives oft hose who heard · 

•l· 
I 

Carl D. Groat was born on December 7, 1887, in Troy, New York. He 

up in Pittsfield, Mass. and began newspaper work even as· a boy in 

gh school. At Dartmouth College he majored in economics and was grad

ted in 1911 as a Bachelor of Science. Never in any doubt as to his 

life•work, Carl became a reporter in the following year for the Spring

field (Mass.} Union and later that year joined the staff of the Washing• 

ton (D.c.) Times. While reporting for the Times _he covered the great Ohio 

iver floods of 191:3. His ability attracted the attention of the United 

ess, which engaged him as a reporter in the Nation's Capital, where for 

e years he covered the State, War and Navy Departments, as well as the 

nate and the White House, 

In 1919 Carl sailed for Paris, in the ~arne ship that carried 

esident Woodrow Wilson to the Peace Conference • In the same year he was 

amed manager of 'the UP bureau in Berlin. Thanks to his outstanding fore~n 

orrespondence in that earlier era of post-war crisis, he was promoted to 

xecutive posts in New York and Washington, serving the United Press, and 

1933 became editor-in-chief of The Cincinnati Post. 

As a citizen and as an editor, Carl was always actively interested 

constructive causes, whether on the local, the national or the world 

lane, for the betterment of humanity. His deep, resonant bass voice 

familiar to many thousands of listener.s to the World Front program 
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on Radio Station WLW, where he shared the regular panel with his fellow 

Club members Hessler and Sagmaster. 

Carl Groat was a big man -- six feet, three inches tall and 

weighing 200 pounds. He was also one of' the most generous-spirited men 

we have known. Like every editor worth the name, he was, first and last, 

a reporter. In fact, he ilas known in the trade as "a reporter's editor." 

Yet his daily immersion in the turbulent stream of news never altered 

his tolerant spirit, never ruffled his gracious manners ahd never spoiled 

his shrewd and lively sense of humor. 

Since his election to membership on October 6, 1941, Carl Groat 
.. 

contributed seven papers to the Club. Most of them set forth his 

observations of men and events during periods of economic or political 

crisis. No member who heard it is likely to forget his first paper, 

"Frd>m Stripped Eagle to Swastika," (read on October 9, 1942,) which was 

the result of years of observation on the ground of the German tragedy 

between the two great wars. Upon his return from trips abroad, Carl 

enlightened us with wise and admirably written comments on the univer-

sal passing show. 

During the last months of his life Carl suffered from a heart 

ailment. For this intensely active man it proved hard indeed to slow 

down. But death came quietly, following a vacation,rin the East -- and 

even as he w~s- preparing to return to his editor's chair-- on Sunday, 

July 26, 1953. We shall all miss the fruits of his thoughtful and 

discriminating and tolerant mind. We shall miss even more his warm 

presence among us on Monday evenings. 



Carl Groat is survived by his widow and by two daughters, Mrs. 

Addison F. McGhee and Mrs. Bruce MacArthur, to whom copies of this 

memorial are being sent. 

Respectfully submitted: 

October·5J 1953. 
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Minutes of the Meeting of 

THE LITERARY CLUG 

November 2, 1953 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
President Walter R. Keagy presided over the regular business 

meeting of the Literary Club held Monday evening, November 2, 1953, in 

the Club House. There being no regular business, the members consumed 

valuable time, which might have been given to the pleasant pursuit of 

food and drink, in attempting to put the Secretary on the Spot. 

After the meeting was called to order, the Secretary read 

the minutes of the October meeting. Mr. Frank Moore pounced on the 

report of the annual dinner and said the Secretary should have in

cluded praise for the reading of the papers on that occasion by 

President Keagy. Mr. Sagmaster, referring to the aame affair, felt 

hurt that the minutes not only made no mention of wine being served 

at the dinner, but the name of the wine was omitted. 

At this point, Mr. Alexander moved that the minutes be 

approved. as read. President Keagy presented the motion as one to 

approve the minutes as read and amended, although they had not been 

officially amended. The motion, however, was passed, with scattered 

nays, 

"or the Burning or Books" was the title of an interesting 

paper read prior to the business meeting by Cha,rles E. Spence. This 

controversial subject, which the reader traced down through the ages, 

from Constantinople to Hitler and Senator McCarthy, was one of great 

interest to Mr. Spence, who obviously had done much research on it. 

He discussed the past history of censorship, citing Milton's plea 

for freedom or the press, the attitude of the Catholic Church as ex

pressed in the Papal indices, and press freedom as it is today. He 

declared that everyone was entitled to the right to his own opinion 
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but not to the extent of impropriety and he argued that while cen

sorship of some types is necessary, it is wiser to err on the side 

ot default. 

On November 9 came Frank H. Mayfield with a paper entitled 

''Some Old Soldiers". Mr. Mayfield's "soldiers" were the doctors of 

.the Army medical corps down through American history. Five of' the 

signers or the Declaration of' Independence were, he said, physicians, 

tour of Whom later served. as Chief of Staff of the u. s. Army. From 

its inception in 1775, the Army Medical Corps has performed great 

work. Some of its earlier heads did not last long in the post, but 

with the reactivation of the corps in 1818, it was dominated by dis

tinguished men, including Dr. Tilton, a man ahead of his time; Dr. 

Beaumont, Whose study of the stomach of Alexis St. Martin brought 

understanding of the digestive system; Dr. Lowell who began the 

keeping of weather records, to Drs. Walter Reed and William Gorgas, 

conquerors of yellow fever and typhoid. It was an absorbing account 

of a little known subject by a man making his maiden appearance be-

fore the club. 

Joseph Sagmaster• s '''!he Great American Novel", read on 

November 16, was a scholarly approach to a topic that has many parti

sans. Mr. Sagmaster dismissed the works of James, Dreiser and 

Melville, and settled on Mark Twain's '~uckleberry Finn" as his choice. 

The reasons given were very convincing. "Huckleberry Finn" the 

reader declared, is as American as the Fourth of July, written in 

graceful and wonderful English by an intensely conscious artist who 

accepts his characters as he finds them yet treats them with a 

sympathetic grasp of' life. Mr. Sagmaster•s only error, spotted by 
\' 

the Secretary was that he called the Mississippi the "Big Muddy", 

a nickname that properly belongs to the Missouri. But that is a 
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very minor flaw in an excellent and extremely thought-provoking 

paper. 

aharles s. Adams looked again to the South and offered a 

fictional paper on .the night or November 23. His "Death of a 

Duelist" was an account or an evening in the thoughts of old 

Colonel Menafee, a Kentuckian who lived a chequered life, marked 

principally by the number or individuals he sent into the Great 

Beyond in duels. Cocky, game, known as the ''Black Knight of the 

South", Col. Menafee mused over his past life, his broken love 

affair, and the friends against whom he turned and whom he dis

patched witb his unerring aim. As the night wore on in the dingy 

hotel room where the Colonel sat with his bottle, a shot rang out 

and the Black Knight or the South was found dead by his own hand, 

a sonnet to death lying by his side. Mr. Adams made one reel 

fortunate in not having crossed the path of the deadly accurate 

Colonel. 

For the fifth and last meeting of the month ~arne Ed 

Alexander and his budget on November 30. Mr. Adams made a repeat 

performance with a short contribution "Poker and Politics", re

vealing how a distinguished ~merican diplomat and politician, 
,? 

Robert Cumming Skerik killed his career by innocently giving some 

English friends the rules of poker, which same were printed for 

the first time and caused such a furor among the straight-laced 
u.? 

in the United States that the resulting scandal put Mr. Skenk in 

political limbo. 

Mr. Alexander himself contributed the second paper, "De 

Propaganda Fide", a discussion of propaganda from the days or 

Buddha to the era or Malenkov. What was first a weapon of the 

church, Mr. Alexander said, moved into the temporal field in the 

19th century when economic cults and political parties found 
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propaganda useful. Now:;used to preserve special interests, propa

ganda, as Mr. Alexander sees it, makes no pretense to the 'truth 

and has come far from its 'former role as a pure explanation of 

facts. 

The familiar words, "Etaoin Shrdlu" were used as the 

appropriate title of a paper by George P. Stimson which dealt with 

the history and operation of a linotype machine and the· peculiar 

typographical errors which creep into print. Mr. Stimson gave a 

number of humorous examples of mlssprints, double-meaning headlines, 

and switches in outlines which he had gleaned from the daily press 

both in Cinclnnati and elsewhere. 

Last, but not least, to close November, Mr. Alexander 

returned with "An Allegory"• Tackling the subject of taxpayers' 

suits filed against municipal! ties, Mr. Alexander told the story of 

two lawyers, X andY, who tested the legality or the distribution 

of gasoline tax funds. The allegory was to have been submitted by 

Mr. Alexander himself in rebuttal to the suit, but was pigeonholed 

because of the judge's temperament. It took up the question of 

whether a boy on roller skates was a pedestrian and reached no 

final conclusion. That, we suppose, will have to be itself de-

term! ned by the courts. 

'lb. us came to an end a month in which there were five 

regular meetings of the club, all or them devoted to papers of 

varied interest,· but none of them dull. Looking in retrospect, 

it was a satisfying experience. 

Rup·~:~p,y ~t::d· 
~e P. Stimson 

Secretary 



Minutes of the Meeting of 

THE LITERARY CLUB 

December 7, 1953 

- - - - - - - - - - -
The business-meeting of December 7, 1953, was distinguished 

by the admission of two new members, Frederick William Giesel and 

James E. Stuart. After Mr. Shine had noted the absence or criticism 

of the minutes and Mr. Fabing had expressed his regret for this 

omission, the meeting adjourned. 

Earlier in the evening Clark Firestone, whose contributions 

are always literary, devoted thirty-two minutes to the reading or a 

chapter from a rejected novel, equipped, for this occasion, with a 

preface in which the author discoursed on novel-writing and the de

plorable lack of taste shown by publishers' readers. The chapter 

itself described "A Literary Luncheon", attended by the hero, John 

Dinadan, and three other literary figures. Dinadan's own principle 

was "Walking Without Wenching." His conversation, and that of his 

friends, was not quite so pure; but it was entertaining and spritely. 

(Secretary's Note: the above minutes were written by the 
unofficial assistant secretary, Mr. McGregor, in the 
absence of the Secretary who, regretfully, was kept from 
hearing a paper by his erstwhile Times-Star colleague.} 

On the night of December 14, Chalmers Hadley came to the 

rescue. Morris Edwards was originally scheduled to read a paper. 

But Mr. Edwards, recently become president of the Gruen Watch Com

pany, was called to Switzerland to investigate cuckoo clocks or 

something and, Trans-Atlantic phone rates being what they are, could 

not read his paper. Fortunately ex-president Hadley had one up his 
J. 

sleeve for later delivery. ·Dealing with Logan Pearsol Smith, a man 
• of belleSlettres, it gave an excellent account of this writer and 

author of such works as "Trivia", "More Trivia" and "On Reading 
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Shakespeare". To many member of the club Who, like the secretary, 

were not too well acquainted with Smith's work, the paper came as 

a·happy and informative revelation. 

"Heard Round the Wards",. read on the night of December 21, 

was Murray Seasongood's account, in his own words, of his colorful 

career in Cincinnati politics. Mr. Seasongood, reviewing the history 

or the.Charter movement, made a spirited defense or his activities 

and ideas concerning municipal government. Cincinnati's former mayor 

let his enemies, if he still has any, know that he has not lost his 

fighting mood. It was a personal paper, purposely partisan and 

political, that made the writer's feelings crystal clear. 

The annual Christmas party, or holiday celebration, was 

held midway between Christmas and New Year's on December 28, 1953. 

After gathering around the eggnog bowl, a gratifying turnout of 47 

members heard a series or papers read by Joseph Sagmaster and the 

familiar message, plus gift, from the Old Member, read by Walter 

Draper. 

Mr. Sagmaster himself led off, writing of Royston Campbell, 

the South African poet and soldier of fortune Who was as at home in 

some hidden dive as he was in the glittering society of the intel

ligentsia. Citing Campbell as a man of strong emotions, Mr. Sag

master read some short excerpts from Campbell'.s poems, showing how 

he used his verse as a medium or expression. 

· Peering in to the future, Paschal N. Strong, in "Unifica-

tion Forever", told how the armed forces were finally unified in 

the year 1958-58. This impossible was achieved only after an 

internecin' war in Which the Army and Navy and Air Force, reacting 

to errors on each other's part, managed to wipe out themselves. 

The suspicions, however, with which the remnants eyed a bow and 

arrow factory did not augur well for the future. It was an up

roarious presentation. 
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Also future minded, Howard Fabing peered at medicine dur

ing the coming year. His "Scientific Developments in 1954" suggested 

that new fields or sexual science would be explored, putting Dr. 

Kinsey in the shade, and that an enzyme would be found to combat the 

work or the anti-enzymes put in toothpaste to stop tooth decay. His 

fertil~ brain conceived of an electronic brain which could be at

tached to the human brain to speed up its work, a development which, 

if already achieved could have done nothing to improve the already 

excellent and entertaining character of the doctor's paper. 
4 ' 

Coming in the clean-up spot, Edward Merkel tied together 

the strings or the two previous papers with a letter dated just a 

week hence. He called 1954 a year of anger and frustration, but looked. 

forward to 1955 as the year when we will all learn to live with our-

selves. It is something to anticipate. 

President Keagy read the usual Christmas Greetings from 

former member Albert E. Matthews, whereupon Walter Draper took over 

with his letter from another Old, Member. That familiar individual, 

after much conversation with Mr. Draper on the misuse of the English 

language, discussed the works written by Club members during the 

past year. These turned out to be two: Carl Blegen's two-volume 

"Troy, the Sixth Settlement",· and Clark Firestone• s "The Yesterdays". 

Since the Blegen opus was a treasured tome, 'the Old Member felt 

obliged to offer only one set, to be raffled off among the members 

present. Ernest Becker won the drawing. Mr. Firestone's less 

studied little volume was distributed to all. 

Thus the formal session of the meeting ended. But there 

followed long moments of fellowship as everyone joined around the 

piano in singing Dale Osborn's annual original Christmas carol and 
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in listening to Jim Broadhead sing his incomparable British dialect 

ballads to the accompaniment of the guitar. 

So, amid the congenial· tables before the blazing fire, 

with beer and refreshments filling the inner man, the Club said 

farewell to 1953, and looked ahead to 1954, a year which it hoped, 

despite Mr. Merkel, would be one of even better living and enjoy-

ment. 

• 

Respec~ully su~~~ 

;(~ge P. Stimson 
Secretary 
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Minutes of the Meeting 
or 

mE LITERARY CLUB 

January 4; 1954 

--------~-----

For its first meeting of the year 1954, the Literary Club, 

gathering in the club house on the evening of January 4, 1954, had 

only one small item of business to discuss. 

President Keagy called the meeting to order and the 

secretary's minutes of the previous business meeting on December 7, 

1953, were, for a change, approved without comment. 

The secretary then stuck his neck out, announcing to the 

club that his Times-Star colleague, Groverman Blake, had offered to 

the club an oil painting of Blake's ancestor, Nathanial Wright, an 

early member. Since the secretary was vague on whether Mr. Wright 

was a founder, Mr. Glueck suggested that this matter be cleared up. 

Some members questioned Whether the painting, good or bad, should 

be accepted sight unseen. Mr. Cellarius then proposed that a com

mittee of two be named to look at the painting and report to the 
. . 

club. Mr. Philip Adams and the secretary were named to this com

mittee, The meeting was then adjourned, 

Prior to the business meeting, Mr. Adams read a highly 

interesting and extremely well-written paper entitled "732 and All 

That'', The date obviously referred to the Battle of Tours mich 

· Mr. Adams had made the object of a personal study on a trip to 

France and a visit to the actual scene. After a piercing account 

of the growth of Islam, Mr. Adams, obviously one of its admirers, 

traced the Arab army into Southern France and the clash with 

Charles Martel in which Obdurman was fatally wounded and Christen-. 

dom triumphed, But Mr. Adams did not look upon that triumph as a 

preservation of civilization. Actually be regarded ~e Moors as 
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more civilized than the French, and more intellectually advanced. 

Had Islam won at Tours, Mr. Adams speculated, Christianity would 

not have perished, the Dark Ages would have been enlightened by 

Arabic culture, and, with a pooling of interests, the Moors and the 

Christians might have advanced civilization hundreds of years beyond 

what it is today, that is, it today' s civilization gives any hope 

that it is destined to live that long. Mr. Adams' paper will not 

be soon forgotten. 

On the 18th of January came Henry Hooper, running a 

close first with a total eclipse of the moon. Mr. Hooper won. 

The title of his paper, "In Brawl Ridiculous", was one of those 

tantalizing mysteries, until it became patently clear that Mr. 

Hooper was concerning himself with the Battle of Agincourt. Start

ing out with a military summation of the proposition at hand, in 

the present day language of the Army General Staff College, Mr. 

Hooper made an estimate of the situation,. then described the 

battle of Agineourt itself, using the lingo of the army, and 

quoting liberally from one w. Shakespeare who was a news corre

spondent on hand to report the facts of this, another of the 

decisive struggles in history. Mr. Shakespeare's account served 

as a factual statement of the battle and Mr. Hooper, again lapsing 

into the hard language of the War Department, opined that the 

10,000 English were able to defeat· an overwhelmingly strong French 

force because of (a) the English long bow (b), the stupidity of 

the French in learning nothing in the 69 years that had passed since 

Crecy, and (c) the smarter English fathomed the simple French battle 

plan. 

"Bonneville's Folly", on the evening of January 11, took 

34 members and three guests to the West and Northwest where, from 
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1832 to 1834, Captain Benjamin Louis Eulalia Bonneville conducted 

an extensive exploration, ostensibly for the development or a fur

trading company in rivalry with the existing Rooky Mountain and 

American Fur Companies. In fact, argued George P. Stimson, the 

author, Bonneville was a spy whose chief concern was the position 

of the British in Oregon. The Assistant Secretary passes over 

Mr. Stimson's shameful pride in this nefarious adventure to report 

that the paper was exoi tingly written and delivered by one who is 

clearly an authority on the West, who has an eye for its beautiful 

and rugged terrain, and Who loves it. It would be easy to oompli· 

ment Mr. Stimson, who, however, is vain enough. This recorder, 
. B ~ ( c,.~ 

therefore, who had an e·njoyable evening, notes ~onel Strong's 

chagrin at the omission by the writer or credi~ to the Army's Corps 

of Engineers for building Bonneville Dam; and calls to Mr. Stimson's 

attention the fact that "plead" (pled) as the past tense or "plead" 

is colloquial and that by preference the quantity of the first "a" 

of "data" is long. 

Walter Draper's budget on the evening of January 25 was 

characteristic. in that four lively contributions, varied in subject, 

were given an extraordinary unity by the spirited reading. "T.he 

First Temple in Jerusalem," by John P. Frey, described the crowning 

glory of Solomon's building-programme; "The Office Window" by 

Clark Firestone, sketched the history of that we~l-known Times-Star 

column, peered into the author's fabulous acquaintance with the 

history of the Ohio.River and its valley, and glanced lovingly at 

Mr. Firestone's friends among nuns, waitresses, and strippers, 

treating all with real deserved reverence; "Johnny," by Carl w • 
Blegen, narrated the story of a cheerful Albanian, with a gift 

for languages, who endeared himself to the excavators of Troy; 

Mr. Draper's own paper, an autobiographical reminiscence dealing 
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with The Practical Student, published at Ohio Wesleyan University, 

asserted and documented the claim that Mr. Draper himself along with 

Francis J. McConnell (later to write ~ ~ Way) put the first base

ball extra on the streets. This was an evening of satisfaction, not 

only for the listeners but also for the contributors. 

Thus, January, a month that saw the recapitulation, in the 

perspective of time, of two great historic·battles, an analysis of 

a significant, but partially forgotten American frontier expedition, 

and a budget that lived up to the club's reputation for interest 

and diver,sification. The new calendar year started auspiciously. 

Respectfully submitted, 

hr.~~ 
George P. Stimson 
Secretary 
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· Minutes of the Meeting of 

THE LITERARY CLUB 

February 1, 1954 

- - - ~ -- - - - - ------
'!he meet,ing of the Literary Club on the evening of February 

1, 1954, was marked by the li te~ary c ontrlbutions of both its secre

tary and unofficial assistant secretary •. The former read the minutes 

and the latter was the author of the paper of the occasion. 

The business meeting was called to order by President 

Keagy and the minutes of the previous ·business meeting on January 4, 

1954, were approved as read after the usual bantering and badger

ing of the secretary by self-styled more erudite among the members. 

·The only concrete suggestion made was one by Dr •. Howard Fabing that 

the minutes should refer to Brig. General Paschal N. Strong, not 

Colonel Strong, in the interests of accuracy. The secretary pointed 

out that he would make the correction, even though .the mistake ap

peared in minutes written by his assistant, not himself. 

Mr. Draper called attention to the fact that our fellow

member, Clark B. Firestone was the recipient of the Sachs Award for 

distinguished contributions to the arts. There being no report 

from the committee on the portrait of Nathaniel Wright, the meeting 

was adjourned. 

Prior to the business meeting the unofficial assistant 

secretary, Malcolm Macgregor took the members on a hectic automo-
1 

I 

bile trip tram Vancouver, B.c. to Cincinnati. Riding along in a 

1940 Plymouth, showing signs of age, with Mr. Macgregor and his 

family, those present encountered a host of high~ay vicissitudes. 

The car had definite tendencies that leaned in the direction'of 

hospitalization. It ceased to function altogether in the Fraser 

Canyon, was fixed by a mechanic from Yale, B.c., quit near 
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Lytton, B.C., was repaired, then ran 241 miles in 11 hours and 23 

minutes before again giving up the ghost. The shortest dash in 

the longest time was 63 miles in six hours and a half, which is 

some sort of a record. And so it went, across two thirds of a 

continent, with one mechanic after another failing to diagnose the 

difficulty until, at last, a genius ~n Sinclair, Wyoming, found the 

magic combination and sent the Plymouth and its passengers on their 

:· way rejoicing. The trip consumed ten days, at least twice as long 

as anticipated. Using "The Highwayman, or, Marmaduke Rides Again", 

for his title, Mr. MacGregor managed to make what is usually a 

boring tale or woe in which no one-is interested into an hilariously 

runny, well written, and highly entertaining paper. It was with re

gret that members learned Mr. Mac would be returning to Vancouver 

i~ the fall to take up a new teaching job and would no longer grace 

the confines or the club after this year. Marmaduke will be missed. 

On February 8 came Carl Blegen with a pictorial and literary 

description or "The Palace of Nestor". Casting aside his prepared 

paper, Mr. Blegen spoke extemporaneously in a room darkened to per

mit the showing or lantern slides in full color. 

The secretary's notes, written in subdued light and s·ome-

what scrawled because or an afternoon mistake that caused him to put 

atropine in his ey~s instead of soothing drops, reveal that Mr. 

Blegen gave a fascinating account of the excavation near Pylos of a 

Grecian palace built somewhere around 1500 to 1200 B.c. Evidence 

showed that the palace overlooking the Bay of Pylos, was a spacious 

edifice built or stone but with much wood. It contained a large 

throne room, an archives room, and what must have been a well

stocked pantry, judging by the remains of graceful pots and cups 

Which the expedition round• By deduction Mr. Blegen and his col

leagues decided that this was the palace of Nestor who supplied 
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90 ships for the Trojan War and who was second only to Aggamemnon 

at that famous siege. 

Hubert Campbell's "Following the Plow'', read on the 

night or February 15, concerned the history of that most necessary 

or all agricultural instruments. From the early days or the colo• 

n!e~, when plows were ordered from England, to the development of 

mechanical agricultural implements and the coming of electricity 

to the farm, Mr. Campbell took the members through an interesting 

discussion. Washington talked about his plow problems and the 

scientific Mr. Jefferson had plans for an improved one. But the 

reaper, the thresher and the gasoline tractor ended the good old 

days upon which Mr. Campbell looked back with more than a touch or 

nostalgia. 

The final meeting of the month, held on the birthday or 

the aforementioned famous citizen with plow problems, saw a reading 

of the budget by Claude Lotspeich on February 22nd. 

Lee Shepard's "A Week-end in the Blue Grass Country", 

told or a gathering in Lexington concerned with literary and 

historical chitchat and the exhibition of Lincoln's watch chain 

and same or the clothing worn by Kentucky's famous Governor Goebel. 

There followed a short trip through the Kentucky countryside with 

anecdotes and tributes to Kentucky hospitality. 

In "Period Piece, or Jonathan at the Fair'', Wyman Parker 

went back to Britain's Great Exhibition of 1851 and told of the part 

played by Yankee participants through the generosity of George 

Peabody who put up funds for the entering of American exhibits when 

Congress turned a deaf ear. The British first scoffed at the entries 

from overseas, but changed their tune when confronted with the work 

of superior locksmi the, plows, reapers, astronomical instruments 

and Colt revolvers •. Mr. Parker's very informative paper wound up 

with the English definitely eating crow. 
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Mr. Lotspiech's own contribution, entitled "Ancient India", 

went back to the origin of Indo-European tongues and Sanscrit. He 

told of the many invasions o~ the great Indian subcontinent by the 

Greeks, Romans, and others, of early works written in Sanscrit, and 

of the transmutation of the Indian religion from polytheistic to 

monotheistic. Mr. Lotspeich read a number of excerpts from Sanscrit 

poetry • 

"The Old Corner, a Forgotten Facet", was about the old 

Corner Bookstore in Boston, 100 years ago and was, or course, 

authored bj Bertrand Smith. Operated by Tic~or and Field, the 

Old Corner was not only a center or literary and cultural elegance, 

but was one of the foremost publishing houses in New England. Here 

Edwin Percival Whipple exercised his influence and criticism over 

the literary New England of his day and this little known writer 

and essayist exerted a tremendous influence on Whittier, Hawthorne, 

and Emerson. As usual, Mr. Smith came forth with a finely drawn 

picture of still another facet of literature. 

The final paper of the evening came from the hand of 

Alister Cameron and revealed a side of this student of the arts _and 

letters that few suspected. As a youth Mr. Cameron had shipped to 

South America as a member of a crew of a freighter. Unexpectedly 

meeting another intellectual on board, the chief engineer, one 

David Fife, or Feefee by nickname, Mr. Cameron spent his time alter-
I 

nating between literary discussions and shoveling coal in the maw 

of the ship. On the balance sheet he found, however, that he had 

spent most of his days in the bunker. 

So ended February, a short month, but one long on good 

contributions to the club's library of papers. 

RkttulP. cd· 
Geor~ P. Stimson 
Secretary 
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Minutes of the Meeting of 

'!BE LITERARY CLUB 

March 1, 1954 

--- - - - - - - ~ - - - -
Thirty days have September, April, June and November, and 

March 1954, had five Mondays, which meant five gatherings of the 

Literary Club, beginning on the very .first day of the month of the 

Lion and tamb. 

So, on March 1, 1954, the members of the club met in the club· 

house for the regular business meeting, President Walter R. Keagy, 

presiding. The death of our esteemed fellow member, Otto P. Geier, 

was announced and Mr. Keagy appointed a committee consisting of 

Joseph Sagmaster, chairman, Walter A. Draper and Martin H. Fischer, 

to draw up a memorial. 

The Secretary's minutes were, as usual, subject to some 

flippant comments, but were finally approved as read. 

The membership proposals of Lynn J. Radcliffe and Ramsay 

Findlater were presented and voted upon, Paschal N. Strong and Erl 

A. Baber serving as tellers. Both Mr. Radcliffe and Mr. Findlater 

were admi tt·ed to membership. 

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned. 

Prior to the business meeting, Robert A. Kehoe read a paper 

entitled "Note· on Education"• It was Mr. Kehoe.' s thesis that 

American education is guilty of submerging quality in equality, with 

over insistence on the right of all to an education. This produces 

the graduate ill-equipped tor what follows. The nation, he says, 

sadly lacks a respect for learning, reflected in the poor pay for 

teachers, and colleges too often reflect the intellectual capacities 

of the communities from which they sprung. Mr. Kehoe did not look 

forward to much change in this discouraging picture in the near 
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future, but· expressed the hope there would be more stress laid on the 

search tor knowledge, order and truth that is the basis or a real 
'. 

educational process. Hls was a well-written and extremely thought

provoking paper that had more or a basis in fact than many of his 

listeners preferred to admit. 

On the tollo~ing Monday Mr. William H. Hessler told of the 

difficulties of wrestling with the various problems confronting a 

suburban home-owner. His "Chauvelin Raik: and Urban Smallholder"· 

was only thinly disguised. Underneath the toolian nom de plume was 

Mr. Hessler, himself, beset by problems or sewer easements, neighbor• 

hood boys and dogs, fences and hedges, insects and children, senseless 

questions, garden planning, wall building, the breeding habits or 

hamsters and rabbits vs. tulips. Mr. Hessler, painting a familiar 

picture with broad strokes of appreciation and liberal amounts of 

humor, d.ecided at J.~ast that a family of house wrens constituted the 

most satisfactory neighb?rs. 

Prior to the reading or the paper, President Keagy announced 

that our Chicago member, Derrick Vail, a confirmed and erudite 

Johnsonian, had generously presented the club with a first edition of 

Johnson's Lives or the Poets''. 'Ihe secretary was instructed to send 

the donor a note of thanks. 

"Benj.H. Latrobe; Architect (?) of the Taft Museum'', read on . 

March 15, showed Carl Vitz once more poking into the past of Cincinnati. 

Mr. Vitz had to poke far, because the builder of this famous landmark 

is not officially known, though rumor has it that the designer of the 

White House, James Hoban, was the one responsible. Mr. Vitz, however, 

thought otherwise, and pointed to Latrobe influence present in the 

building while those of Hoban are lacking. Latrobe, ~he reader re

called, was ·a genius with many facets, music, acoustics, architecture 

and the natural sciences, along with skill with the brush and pencil, 
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marking his· interests. Born in 1764, he designed many important 

buildings, including Thomas Worthington's home, "Adena", and homes 

in Lexington, Ky. Mr. Vitz concluded that the only thing wrong with 
li,( 

the idea that this man, appointed survey of public buildings by 

Thomas Jefferson, designed the house built for Martin Baum and now 

housing the Taft Museum, is that there is no record to say he did. 

Mr. Vitz's latest research is a valuable addition to Cincinnatiana 

as well as a delightful paper for the club. 

Stanley Dorst was the second physician to appear on the rostrum 

during the month. On March 22, however, he shed his medical robes and 

assumed the coat and cap of a tour director who, also, was interested 

in the possibilities of the past. The title, ''More Things in Heaven 

and Earth, Horatio", hid a tour of northern Scotland and the curious 

connection or names and legends with Ireland. Mr. Dorst discovered 

ancient place names that reached far back into mythology and in the 

mountains of Skye found in the Black Cuchullins a connection with the 

primitive story of the origin of volcanic peaks and the ancient pre

Christian beginnings of Gawaine, the original hero of the Arthurian 

legends. The descendants of the pre-celtic peoples, close to paleo

lithic man, are there today, keeping alive the ancient tales that, 

though they conflict with the modern geologist's theories, somehow 

have a more authentic ring. Mr. Dorst's offering was that of a master 

in more fields than that or medicine. 

The budget on March 29 was to have been read by Otto Geier. 

At his request, made prior to his death, it was read instead by Dale 

Osborn.· Four papers were presented, beginning with "The Duke of Alba" 

by John Gatch. Mr. Gatch's duke, which he met in a small town in 

France, turned out to be an internationally known confidence man, an 

ex-patriot Pole who, to Mr. Gatch's subsequent surprise, was later 

featured in an article in Life magazine. 
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Howard Fabing, in "The Irony of Bravery", told the story of Spanish 

Toledo's Alcazar and its long history, culminating in the famous 

siege during the Spanish Civil War when it held out for 72 days 

against the Red Republican forces until relieved by the Nationalists 

under Franco, The Reds shot the commander's son, held as a hostage, 

when a surrender 'demand was refused, But the brave stand was probably 

in vain, since Franco's side trip to relieve the fortress caused a 

delay in the final winning of the war. 

T.he history of how the club acquired its present property on 

East Fourth Street was recounted by Walter A. Draper in a paper en

titled ''How and Why we Moved from Eighth Street." Involved were the 

erection of the Phelps and the holdout tactics of the owner of what 

is now the club property. By agreement with Mrs. Charles P. Taft, 

through a lease which has been mentioned often in these minutes, the 

club obtained the property in 1930. In July, 1951, it became owner of 

the deed. Mr. Draper did an excellent job in piecing together all the 

loose ends or the story. 

The final paper of the evening, "Not Another Book?" was 

Bertram Smith's recital of the various dodges a husband employs to 

buy a book and get it into his home over his wifely objections. All 

the subterfuges are so ancient that, Mr. Smith believes they go back 

to Piltdown Man who was a member of the Tablet ot the Month Club and 

had to explain his literary extravagances to an unsympathetic spouse, 

It was all in good run and contained more than a grain of truth. 

Thus ended the month of five meetings, each or them an enjoyable 

one, and the Whole amounting to a treat of more than usual competence 

in the literary field. It was a March to remember. 

tfully ~b~~ 
Geor e ~ Stimson 
Secretary 
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Minutes of the Meeting of 

THE LITERARY CLUB 

April 5, 1954 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Two items made the business meeting of the Literary Club on 

April 5, 1954 m9re than just a routine affair. 

After the meeting was called to order by President Walter R. 

Keagy, the secretary read the minutes of the previous meeting and 

these were approved. 

Mr. Joseph Sagmaster, chairman of a committee composed of 

himself, Walter Draper and Martin Fischer, read a memorial to our 

late departed member, Otto Geier. The secretary, by motion, was 

instructed to make the memorial part of the minutes and to send 

copies to Otto Geier's widow and son. 

Mr. Sagmaster, again taking the floor, discussed what he termed 

the "pal try'' condition of the Club's library, his thought suggested by 

Derrick Vail's gift of Johnson ''Lives of the Poets". Mr. Sagmaster' s 

suggestion amounted to "let's get rid of the junk and get some good 

volumes, such as reference books". He_pointed to the shocking fact 

that the club lacked even a dictionary, not to mention a copy of 

Shakespeare's works or an atlas, all or which would be put to good 

use to settle literary, sc!!ehtific and otber ilmpebrtant arguments 

around the club tables. He then submitted the following motion, 

Which was duly seconded: 

"I move that the President be requested to appoint a 
committee -- preferably consisting of the four pro
fessional librarians in our membership -- to draw up 
a list of reference books and other books appropriate 
to the library of the Literary Club, and that this 
Committee recommend a plan tor acquiring such books 
with the co-operation of the membership." 

Mr. Whitney suggested the addition of Chalmers Hadley to . 

the proposed committee. Mr. Hessler said he thought the revamped 
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library should be extremely limited, Mr. Krouse proposed that the 

committee send letters to the membership, with a list or suggested 

contributions in books that might be made. 

After some further discussion the motion was passed, and Mr. 

Keagy appointed a committee consisting o.f Carl Vitz, Ernest Miller, 

Chalmers Hadley and Wyman Parker to carry out the purpo.ses of the 

motion, 

The paper or the evening, read prior to the business meeting, 

was Howard Roelo.f 1 s "Murder on the Fourth o.f July", described by 

the author as the 4etective story he has planned but never written, 

According to the report or the assistant secretary, it was Mr. 

Roelo.f•s kind of story: no sex, It was presented to the Club in 

skeleton form, .for Mr. Roelofs? disclaims the ability to write dia

logue and to pursue the various clues devised by him. Despite the 

author's uncharacteristic modesty, the story is .full enough to 

command attention; its skillful construction and the .firm quality 

of the reading gave the club an exciting evening. 

On April 12 came James A. Maxwell with a trio or papers, sort 

of a Maxwellian budget, 

"An Open Letter to the Publishing Industry" was Mr. Maxwell's 

complaint to the makers o.f books that they have not had conferences 

with the soap industry to make certain soap boxes are the proper 

size for the packing of books preparatory to moving one's :belongings 

from one house to another. He bemoaned the .fact that Procter and 

Gamble obviously had no interlocking directorate with Simon and 

Schuster. 

Mr. Maxwell's second paper was obviously the piece de res

istance, Entitled "The Man Who Owned the Solid Gold Piano", it 

was a friendly, yet accurate p1cure of the life and times of 

George Remus, Cincinnati's best-known bootlegger and, as some 
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would argue, gangster, of the prohibition era. Mr. Maxwell him

self, in company with a couple of other 10 year-old young~ters, 

swam in the fabulous Remus pool, by invitation, and dined on fabu-

lous sandwiches in the king's palace. The meteoric rise, opulence 

and fall of this extraordinary character, including his murder of 

his wife and the sensa~ional trial, were well depicted and brought 

up nostalgic memories in the minds of club members who:were familiar 

with staid Cincinnati in the Roaring·Twent~es • 

His final short paper was a delicious account of a family that 

studied and took over the art of making home-brew during the dry 

years, particularly of grandpa who first sneered at the project 

and then became the head brewmaster for What was to become, over 

a period of years, a regular Monday evening home business propos'! tion. 

John Gatch's paper, on April 19, 1954, concerned "The Birth or 

a Nation''• It was not D. w. Griffith's famous movie classic, but a 

considered account of the emergence of Libya as a Best World War II 

state. Mr. Gatch traced the history of Libya from early times, 

through 1 t s period as an I tali an colony to 1 ts trans! tlon as a 

United Nations ward and, finally,- to complete independence. He 

credited the Grand Senussi, grandfather of the present ruler, 

Idriss I, with knitting the various tribes together, and Adrian 

Pelt, high commissioner for the UN, with having much to do with the 

emergence of the present state. Mr. Gatch, who had visited Libya 

in recent years, concluded with the thought that the country, though 

strongly nationalist, was not yet ready for independence. 

The budget for the month of April was read by Edmund P. Wood. 

"Therapyn, the first paper, by Bart Shine, was a Firestonian inter

lude, describing the feelings of a middle-aged man who, as a 

passenger on a Pullman heading for Arkansas, met an attractive youns 

woman, experienced strange feelings of passion for one of his age, 
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but was saved by the bell when the temptress's husband arrived on 

the scene. Mr. Shine was later non-committal as to the genuineness 

of the -incident. 
·i Paschal N. Strong's "The.:L~an_Years" told of the construction, 

under ·the author's supervision, of the tunnels of Corregidor under 

the stringent financial and political conditions imposed by the 

London Treaty and the coddling of Japan in· the Thirties. Without 

funds, without more than makeshift equipment and with Philippine 

convict labor, the fortifications that were to prove futilely 
' 

valuable in 1942 were built. The rest is history. 

Presenting another fictional legal ease, Edward W. Merkel 

explored the possibilities that might result if a juvenile, aged 

10 months, were a legal party to an anti-trust ease. The baby 

involved, inheriting a share or an electrical business, was sued 

via the anti-trust laws and the supreme court of Ohio was called 

upon to decide whether this was a matter of justice to be decided 

in the Federal or Juvenile courts, and was the child a delinquent. 

While fanciful, Mr. Merkel's hypothetical problem, in view of the 

complications or the current laws, had its moments of terror. 

Finally, Mr. Wood, in "A Joust of Jest and Justice", took up 

where Mr. Merkel left off, discussed a lawsuit against the glass 

industry, in a case long drawn out, and opined that many national 

cases naturally belong in the juvenile court. There was much food 

for thought in his conclusions. 

The meeting turned to more gastronomic subjects after vice-

president Hall read a telegram from President Keagy and member 

Frank Mayfield from Mexico, Whither the two had gone vacationing • 

The message, in Spanish, is untelligible to the secretary and is, 

therefore, affixed without translation, as a part or these 

minutes. 
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Thus ended April, again a month of varied papers, but also 

one of distinct contributions to the historic fare of the Club. 

Resplr1~l-l~ @.b~ 
/~e P. Stimson 

Secretary 

April 24, 1954 
Mexico City, Mexico 

Virginius c. Hall 

INVESTIGACIONES PARA MATERIAL DEL CLU EXPLICA NUESTRA 

AUSENCIA ABRAZOS APRETADOS Y CARINOSOS SALUDOS CON EL 

MAS BUEN DESEO DE NUESTROS NUEVOS AZTECAS SENTIMIENTOS 

WALTER KEAGY AND FRANK MAYFIELD 
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'the death ot Otto Geier 011 PebruarJ 28, 1954, took trom the 

Olu' ita fourth o14eat aeaber~ a former Preai4ent, a seneroua 
.,. 

benetaotor aD4 a treaaure4 oompalon over the paat tortr.:.t1 ve reara. 

81noe hia· election to aeaberahlp in 1908, aa a rounc .-n in h11 

ear17 thlrtiea, the Literarr.Olu' ••• one ot Otto's 101t oonatant 

and 4e~lJ ~aJore4 iatereata~ Be oontri~ted aoorea ot papera, on 

a wile a4 atbulatiq Yar1etr ot topioa~ Be 1f1'0tt to u~ 4v1q hie 

traYtll a)lto~ fboup ill faillq health, he had planned, JIODtha ill 

a4Tanoe, what proved to 'be h11 tiDal lra4get, vhloh vaa read here 

laat Xqndq. 

Bat nat Dr. .Geier ;ave ~ the Olub O&llllOt be aeaaured in 

ltQith,ot aeaberahip or ln vritten ooapoaitiona. He vaa a reiUlar 

an4 4elipttul attea'-t at aeetlqa in oUZ' o14 quarters on laat 

llpth · Street~ He waa Preai4eat when we aoYe4 to thla. 1N1141ag. 

lbllt Walter Dra,per looted atter the elaborate arranseaiDtl tor the 

.,,, , Otto wort'' at1r1JII17 with ov late aeaber, Al.tre4 l11ner, on 

re~1h1111 tlleae. qurtera.· !hia room 'Hare UDJ urta ot hia tore.i. 

thousht ani a4Yioe~ !he lisllt on th1a roatra vaa hla sltt~ .At the 

tlae ot our oae hwlclredth lt1rth4a7 he u4e, pr1Tatelr, a 111U11t1oent 

g1tt to the Olu~ to help proYide a tittias centennial oelebratloa~ 

In the L1ter&1'7 Olult, aa in eYel'J' other intereat ot hla loq and 

oronel lite, he vaa alvar• a aan ot t:bougbttul aotion~ 

.Sinoe Otto Geier'• career ia a utter ot pu'bJ.,1o reoort, there 

1a 110 aeel to reooat it here at afl'I-Piat leDCth. Son on April 27, 

1874, he vaa pa4uate4 troa the Ohio le41oa1 Oollese anA besan seural 

praotioe at the be1iui111 ot the oenturr~ Be waa, aa we all tDow, a 
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pioaeer aDI natioDal lea4er in h11 ohoaen t1el4 of 1n4ustr1al ae41o1ne. 

B11 ohiet •aaen't is the oele'brate4 nplore•> ae41oal 1ervloe 4ep~ 

aent at the 01no1Daatl,_ K1llins laohine Oo11pa1Q'~ Bat .he lett h11 

laatiDI JUI't oa a peat llaDl aapeote of· our o1Y1o lite.· AI Oltr 

Welfare Director, baot ill 1912 and 1913, he helped olean out the 
. , 

Aqeaa Sta-111 10 loq u1nta1ae4 1Q' the Geors• B. Ooz maoh1ne at 

. 01 tr Ball~ He took the Board ot leal th out ot poll tloa and worked 

to pur1f7 ·the o1 '' 1• llilk aupplJ ~ Be replaoei the arohaio Rouse of 

letuce tor oh114rtllJ he ini tiatecl the annual 1ale of Ohl'latua Seals 

tor aati-tu-el'Oulolil work. After Worl4 lar I lie vaa a •e41oal 

oon111l tut to the League of lation1. Later he helpe4 brlq the Blue 

Oro11 hoa~pital oare plan to 01no1DDat1.· Be vaa a ohal'ter aea'ber of 

the Oo..Wtr Ohe1t~ OnlJ last 7ear he eaerge4 troa a vel~earne4 
, . 

retlreaeat to lea4 the oapa1sn ..- vh1oh ended in one ot the tn 

d1aappoinaent1 of h11 lite - tor tluor14at1on of the o1 tr'• 41'1Dk1111 

water~ 

Otto Geier •a• a loYer ot n11o &114 the pla1tio art1, a1 well 

II ot literature. Be Val a one-t1ae Prlli4eDt of the MacDowell 

Sooietr aa4 waa al1o a tounder ot the Univera1t7 Olu'b. But it 11 

DO euueratioa to 117 that, ot all ~~ 1oo1a1 an4 oul tural aoti vi ties, 

h11 peate1t· loYe va• the Ll tera17 Olu'b~ !hi a Olu'b vaa not onlr 

oloae to h11 heart; it hat a plaoe in h11 heart. And ~eoauae he va1 

a aaa ot Yipro111 ani oouvaot1 Ye ener17, ot durable lo7al tlee an4 

alvq1 of a happJ' 41apol1t1oa, he hal lett the 1~~pr1nt ot hia 

peraonalitJ upon the oolleotiYe lite ot all ot ue within tbeae 

Valli~ 
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Dr~ . Geier ia aurvivel 117 hi a widow, lnga Raoter Geier, ant 

· his 1oa, Ott~ P~· Geier, Jr~, to whoa the Seoret&Z'J' ia requeate4 

to aea4 oop1e• ot th11 me•rial. 

le~eottullJ aubm1tte4: 

Rart!n I. rlaoher 

April 5, 195~ • 
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Minutes of the· Meeting of 

THE LITERARY CLUB 

May 3, 1954 

-- -
The Club was fortunate to have President Walter R. Keagy back 

as presiding officer on the night of May 3, 1954, . He was able to 

read in Spanish (at least he said it was Spanish) the telegram which 

he had sent the club during his Mexican vacation the previous month, 

and to provide a translation. 

Save for the Secretary's reading of the minutes of the previous 

business meeting on April 5, 1954, which same were approved without 

comment, this was the highlight of the meeting. There was no other 

business and adjournment was promptly voted, 

Prior to the business meeting the members took an interesting 

trip down the River Jordan and through ''The Wilderness of Zin", with 

Nelson Glueck as the competent guide and narrator. Producing a paper 

which he waved in the air and laid, unread upon the podium, Mr. Glueck 

said that it could serve for the files but that he would much rather 

speak extemporaneously while color pictures were shown to the members. 

This he did, with great skill, describing his expedition of a 

year before, showing the desert area from Beresheba to the Red Sea 

and the many archaeological finds in this arid, desolate country which 

is dotted with ruins of the glories of the biblical past, The Dead 

Sea, the Negeb Desert, and the Gulf of·Arabia, with its copper mines 

and ruins of Nabataean culture $11 unfolded, under the skillful de

livery of Mr. Glueck. It was a real treat and a delightful change 

of pace to have this combination of Burton Holmes and trained scholar 

take the club back into the unknown past. 

"Novels of Nebraska" was the title of Ernest Miller's paper 

read on the evening of May 10, 1954. Mr. Miller, obviously intrigued 
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with the literary aspirations of the flat plains state which the 

Indians called "Nebraska" or "Flat Waters", revealed that the art~ 

really had flourished in the land of the' Boy Orator of the Platte 

and George Norris. Willa Cather, of course, headed the list, writ

ing. of her· state with skill.and feeling. But there were also Bess 

Streeter Aldrich, wri tar of "wholesome" novels, as Mr. Miller called 

her; Marie Sandoz, a grand depictor of the Sand Hill country; 

Dorothy Thomas, author of down-to-earth stories, and Clyde Brion 

Davis, not to mention one Swedish American Methodist minister by 

the name of Stromberg whose many literary contributions may have 

been good, but were written in Swedish. Mr. Miller observed that 

later Nebraska novelists use the state as a locale, but not as a 

basic part of the plot. His was a very informative and well-written 

paper. 

On May 17, R. Marcellus Wagner read a contribution entitled 

"The Holy Father's Idea of Democracy". That idea, it appears from 

the reading of the writing, is startlingly close to the American 

conception of democracy. The Holy Father is a great student of the 

works of Washington, Jefferson, Franklin and Lincoln and, apparently, 

has been largely influenced by them. 

"Thoreau at Cross Creek", by William s. Clark on May 24, was 

as might be expected, a discussion of the works of Marjorie Kinnan 

Rawlings, a disciple of the great nature lover of Walden Pond, who 

settled in central Florida and there emulated Thoreau in deriving 

pleasure and contentment from her surroundings. She, like Thoreau, 

learned the general by studying the specific and evolved her creed 

that the test of beauty is whether or not it can survive close 

knowledge. 

Mr. ·clark, however, pointed out that there were differences 

between the Master and Mrs. Rawlings. The former thought the 
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world too worldly and would change it. Mrs. Rawlings had no reform 

intentions. She had a rich humor, he none. Yet, like him, she 

sensed the struggle for existence and the precariousness of human 

living, and saw nature as something ahead of and beyond mankind. 

Thu's, Mr. Clark concluded, the 100 years that has separated the 

writing of these two managed to modify the ebuliant humanism of 

Thoreau, That was, undoubtedly, an outstanding paper of the club 

year, 

The· final offering of the month, on the final day, was the 

budget read·by Arthur Beyer. Some 24 members broke away from the 

observance of Memorial Day, donned finery and came to the club for 

the meeting, despite the holiday. They heard three papers • 

Randolph Wadsworth's ''Thoughts While Traveling'' told of the 

change in the South observed by the writer during many years of 

driving from Cincinnati to Florida and return. The Land of Cotton, 

Mr. Wadsworth noted with discerning eye, is spe~dily becoming the 

Land or Whirring Machines and big business as well. 

''Barter", by T. Ashley Walker, was a rather grisly short story 

of two lovers Who quarreled and parted, only to meet again when the 

red-headed young lady bought the shrunken head of her red-headed 

young man in Ecuador, whither he had fled only to meet death at the 

hands of head hunters. 

Arthur Beyer himself contributed the third paper of the evening, 

an interesting and fact-packed account of the ''Merritts of Mesabi", 

the family that discovered and developed the fabulous iron ore ranges 

in Michigan and Minnesota. Theirs, like John Marshall's in California, 

was the honor to find. And, also like Marshall, they stood by While 

others reaped the reward. 

Thus ended May, a month with five Mondays and a wide assort-
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ment of offerings by club members, but a month that also saw more 

than one fine contribution to the club's collection of worthwhile 

papers. 

Resl;iptfully submitted, 

. £~ 
Geor e P. Stimson 
Secretary 



Minutes of the Meeting of 

'IHE LilfERARY CLUB of 

June 7, 1954 

--- - ... ----------

A pleasant June eve~ing saw 41 members of the Literary Club 

assemble in the clubhouse on the night of June ·7, 1954 for the final 

business meeting of the club year for 1953-5·4. 

A·s usual, for this particular meeting, there was important 

business to attend to, for this was the occasion of the annual 

election of officers. 

President Walter R. Keagy called the meeting to order and ex-

plained the details of the final meeting of the club year which was 

to be held at the Walter c. Beckjord Station of the Cincinnati Gas 

and Electric Company. 

Following this the secretary read the minutes of the meeting 

of May 3, 195&, which were approved as read. Surprisingly, there 

even was no comment, facetious or otherwise. 

The resignation of Paschal N. Strong, who had retired as 

chief of the Ohio River Division of the U. S. Corps of Engineers 

and was moving ~o Savannah, Ga., where be planned to make his perma-

nent home, was accepted with regret, 

President Keagy read the proposed amendment to the Club Con-

stitution governing the proposal of members to .the club, This 

amendment, designed to clarify existing procedure, i~ attached to 
. 

and made a part of these minutes. On motion by Mr. Sagmaster, 

seconded by Mr. Stimson, the amendment was citp'iotls & • apr W1IS 
. ·~ 

ordered ;.1posted on the olub bulletin board until the nextAmeeting. 

Thereupon followed the annual election of officers. Vice

President Virginius Hall sailed into the presidency with a breeze, 
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there being but one dissenting vote--the usual one for Mr. Keagy. 
tjfi• 

The Vice-Presidency was not so easily settled, On the first 

ballot quite a field showed up, with Dale P. Osborn and Bart J, 

Shine leading. The second ballot was also close, but Mr. Osborn 

managed to nose out Mr. Shine in a photo finish •. 

Mr. Stimson upset matters slightly by announcing that four 

years in the secretary's job were enough for him and that he de

clined to run for the post. If Mr. Stimson thought he was being 

clever and that he would be impressed into service, he was mistaken. 

The club members, muttering inaudible comments, took him at his wortl. 

That left the job wide open. The names of a number of unwilling 

aspirants were scribbled on the blank paper ballots and the tellers, 

Messrs. Wilson Wright and Ramsay Findlater, had quite a bit of tabu

lating to do. Well ahead, however, was Mr. Edward w. Merkel, who 

made the mistake of his life by not being present at the meeting)lla 

thus being unable to defend himself. On the second ballot Mr. Merkel 

easily \landed the job. The news of his victory, delivered to Mr. 

Merkel the following day, left him speechless. 

William E. Anderson and Louis B. Owens were elected in land• 

slide votes to continue in the posts of Treasurer and Clerk, re

spectively. And, perhaps as a consolation prize at failing to 

capture the vice-presidency, Bart J, Shine was returned to the office 

of Trustee for another three years, his term to end in 1957. 

With this excitement over, the.meeting adjourned. 

Prior to the business meeting, Henry L •. Greer took "Another 

Look at History" in a paper Which singled out three individuals who, 

the author. claimed, had more to do with the rapid progress of civili

zation in the past 150 years, than all the politicians and soldiers • 

His selections were Eli Whitney, inventor of mass production, 
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Henry Ford, Who put the nation on wheels, and John J. Rascob, the 

spirit behind installment buying. This trio, said the writer, .p· 

hims'elf a banker, cannot be matched by any other three or all time 

for mak~ng vast changes in the modern world. The topic certainly 

set many members thinking. 

For the final meeting of the club year, the members trooped 

out. to Clermont County as guests of the Cincinnati Gas and Electric 

Company. Cocktails and dinner were served to an estimated 50 mem

bers and five guests at the Frontier Inn beyond New Richmond after 

some of the celebrants had made a tour of the giant generating 

station named for fellow-member Walter c. Beckjord. The paper of 

the evening, read by the E~quirer's roving outdoorsman, David Roberts, 

was appropriately accompanied by raging thunderstorms as the members 

made their dash to and from the power plant. 

Amid comfortable surroundings in the Beckjord Station, Mr. 

Roberts took his audience to Idaho and to France. In Idaho lived 

Ed Huntington, a prospector of the old school, who made elaborate 

preparations to strike his bonanza on the Middle Fork of the Salmon, 

and then, just before mining commenced, disappeared into the blue and 

hasn't been seen since. From France came a tale of undercooked cabbage, 

the crap game that held up the preparation of an officers' mess, with 

the resultant raw cabbage, the tale told about the medical advantages 

of the vegetable prepared that way, in order to cover up, and the 

post-war magazine article with a recipe for the delicacy that perpetu

ated the unsavory mess. It was an interesting duo for a wild night. 

Thus ended June, on a note of celebration and lightness, and 

another productive year in the annals of the Club, 

Respect.f. lly su'ryi.g~ 

Geor ~: Stimson, 
Secretary 



June 7, 1954 

THE LITERARY CLUB 

,j CONSTITUTION, ARTICLE III, SECTIONS 3 & 4 AS AT PRESENT 

Section ). A proposal for membership shall be in writing, 
s~g~ed by two mem~ers of the Club, and handed to the Secretary, 
whc:r .. shal~ post the~ same on the bulletin board at the first . 
meeting following its receipt. Such proposal shall remain so 
posted at l.east four weeks before being voted, on. 

_ Section 4. Proposals for membership shall be submitted 
to the Board of Management, which shall consider all pertinent 
information concerning the candidates, and submit to the Club 
the names of a number of candidates approved by it, arranged 
in order of presentation, not in excess of the number of vacancies. 
Members of the Club are requested to communicate to the Board 
all pertinent information concerning candidates, of which 
information no record shall be madee The affirmative ballots of . 
s.ev.enlpieighths·: , or.· the members present and constituting .a 
quorum of the Club shall be necessary to elect a candidate. 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS OF SECTIONS 3 & 4 

Section ). Proposals for membership shall be in writing, 
signed by two members of the Club, and handed to the Secr-etary, 
who shall submit them to the Board of Management, which shall 
consider all pertinent information concerning the candidates, 
and shall post on the bulletin board the proposals of candidates 
approved by it, not in excess of the number of vacancies, at 
the next meeting following such.approvalo Members of the Club 
are requested to comm'l,lnicate to the Board all pertinent in
formation concerning candidates, of which information no record 
shall be made. 

Section 4. Proposals for membership shall remain posted 
on the bulletin board at least four weeks before being voted 
upon, and shall be voted upon in the order of presentation. 
The affirmative ballots of seven-eighths of the members present 
and constituting a quorum of the Club shall be neces~ary to 
elect a candidateo 



THE LITERARY CLUB 

Secretary's Annual Report--1953-54 

- - - - - - - - - - -
'1\le 103rd year of the Literary Club ran, as usual'f, from 

mid-September to mid-June, embracing the juciest months of the year 

Which began in 1953 and ended, nine months later, in 1954, It was 

a year of'great events in the world outside the century-old house 

on East Fourth Street, but as ever it was a year of quiet, delight 

and good fellowship within those peaceful walls, Only occasionally 

did the members, in their papers, refer to current events, Generally 

they turned their eyes to the past. 

The year was marked, of course, by the annual dinner given by 

the president, by the Holiday Celebration, and by the outing in 

June. At all three there was a gratifying turnout of the membership, 

and no one was heard to express anything approaching disappointment. 

There were thirty-nine meetings of the Club during the year, 

for thirty-eight of Which the Secretary has some interesting facts 

and figures. A total of 1501 members attended these gatherings, but 

obviously not all of ·them at any one, since the membership was less 

than the limit of 100. These average out to 39,5 members at each 

meeting, which according to the minutes written by Mr. Hessler a 

couple of years ago, must be some sort of a record. There also were 

2,55 guests at each meeting, the count ranging from a high of 6 to 

several meetings when we all met in secret, away from alien eyes, 

The greatest attendance was, of course, on the night of the 

President's dinner. Then 63 members showed up in formal finery to 

enjoy a delicious repast, good liquor, and an excellent literary 

progr~. The next best turnout, surprisingly enough, was on 

March a, When an even 50 arrived to enjoy the longest paper of the 
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year, read by William H. Hessler. And the word "enjoy" was deliberate

ly chosen. 

T.he smallest number of members at any one meeting, according to 

the secretary's records, was 24, although somewhere in the back of the 

secretary's mind is the recollection that there were fewer at another 

gathering. at Which the secretary himself was not present. Since the 

former assistant secretary is no longer in Cincinnati, but in Vancouver, '· 

the answer to that mystery may never be known. 

At only three meetings were there less than 30 members present, 

at 16 there were between 30 and 40 members and the same number saw 

between 40 and 50. Two gatherings had between 50 and 60 in attendance, 

and the dinner, mentioned above, attracted over 60. 

Mr. Hessler's paper, mentioned above, consumed 68 minutes and 

10 seconds, to take the prize for length. The briefest reader, who 

shall go unnamed, got his message off his chest in a flat half-hour. 

As these two figures might suggest, the average time of papers was 

47 minutes and 24 seconds, which is more than four minutes longer than 

the previous year's average. It seems the members are getting more 

voluable again. 

A breakdown shows that five papers lasted longer than an hour, 

10 ran between 50 and 60 minutes, 11 consumed between 40 and 50 

minutes, and 12 were of less than 40 minutes' duration. A total of 

1801 minutes and 33.2 seconds were spent in the reading of the papers 

during the year. If this had been a marathon all at one sitting, 

the club chairs would have creaked for about a minute and a half over 

30 hours, which is a long time. 

~e papers presented covered a wide range of subjects. There 

were high and low points, but in going over the minutes, the 

secretary is impressed by the number which were, at least to him, 
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of exceptionally high caliber, setting a standard that would be 

challenging to match. 

Histo,ry, biography and personal experiences led the field in 

popularity. The Club heard about the Battle of Tours, the struggle 

at Agincourt, the adventures of Capt. Bonneville .and the birth of 

a free Libya. It visited Paris, Scotland and Palestine, excavated 

the palace of Nestor and took an automobile trip from British Colum· 

bia to Cincinnati. It was given an insight into the problems of 

teen-agers, found out about Murray Seasongood's role in Cincinnati 

politics, and sweated through domestic problems with the Hesslers. 

Of course, being a Literary Club, there were a few papers on 

literary subjects. Mark Twain's "Huckleberry Finn" came under 

critical scrutiny and the club found out much about the novels of 

Nebraska and the life and works of Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, Three 

members tried their hands at fiction and one, an expert, rolled the 

club in the aisle with a humorous treatise. 

In the field of biography George Remus, Benjamin Latrobe, 

Fridtjof Nansen, a Cowley Father and a trio of army physicians were 

given a going over. And, finally, three members took up general 

subjects for review, considering book burning, agriculture and the 

field of education. 

This brief and none too interesting summary, is based on the 

long papers only. Budget offerings, as usual, wandered far and wide 

and frequently presented in capsule form ideas and topics that would 

have done justice to a full-length study. 

Thus the year, in all respects a satisfactory one, in many 

an occasion for really great enjoyment. The Club is noted for the 

high qualities of its membership, and their ability to delve into 

a plethora of interesting and intellectual topics. The year just 

past was no exception. 
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During the year the club lost two members by death. Carl 

Groat and Otto Geier were outstanding members, fine friends, and 

gracious c'ompanions. They will be long missed. 

Four new members joined the ranks, James E. Stuart, Fred w. 
Giesel, Lynn J. Radcliff and Ramsey Findlater. They promise much. 

Because they were leaving the city to take up residences else

Where, Paschal N. Strong and Malcolm McGregor regretfully said good

bye. The parting is an occasion for sorrow. 

Elected to office for the year 1954-55 were Virginius c. Hall, 

president; Dale P. Osborn, vice-president; Edward W. Merkel, secre-

tary; William E. Anderson, Treasurer; Louis v. Owens, Clerk, and 

Bart J. Shine, trustee for the term ending June 1957. 

So the undersigned, leaving the office of secretary after four 

years, during Which time he has greatly enjoyed his post and the con

fidence of the members who elected him to it, signs this report! 

Respec~f llyJ . / I " .. 
G?~ 

G orge P. Stimson 
Secretary 
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.,, ... , •• ltc., 167. S6 
UDlted Cleubaa Co., wbadow cleubaa, 11.11 
The Model Laudry Co. , '"'" ··;:, 98 
Mr1. Bi!f!!.IYt•xtra help, 4. 00 
The Mala Supply Co., C·l Cleaaer. 64.19 
The Model Lauaclry Co. , 11. 10 
T. M. Grl•wold, blatalllaa kitchen alak. 61,il'l 

'.
00 

Wtadaahoute D•ctrlc S.,ply Co., 
Clty Treaaunr, calh &IHIImellt for exten1loa. of dme of ......... ::~~ .. r..q. 

:;'=~:.meat 1ty updaJ, boalavaRI~~· m ~~wo.>c:l·iU:U 
Forwarded 686. Et• 

3,523.18 

171.71 

'' 

i,.~ ,._. '? 

·~;'· -t';: '!,! 
u••''•t•r*'"'''-'.,.;~·""~,1.<•,_,.--

31»9 •• 89 
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Forwarded 
UP .AIB.S, UPLAC!WE!CTS, ETC, • Coadautd: 

Nra. Browalaa, to relmbur•• for amouat paid H. J, Daae 
for plaatel'laJ aroad elak ID ldtcllea, 

Unltecl Cleaala1 Co. • cleaalna ••me••· . 
TM SUlfeld Paper Co. , ..,., towele, 
The Modell..audl'y Co, , 
Tlae Fuller lrulb Co. • ID9P• broom, cleanlna auppll••. 

aao&b pr.oofer, etc •• 
Tlt.e Yodel Lauadry Co. , 
11M Plckertq Hardware Co. , acreea eumel, palat tblmaer, 

· acreea patat, palat ~n•h• boae coupllnaand baacla. 
The Model Laundry Co. , 
Mr•~ Browalaa, refud of aaaoat advaaced to pay lor 

patodaa ud ia1W11D1 1creeaa, 

TAXIS 

Paul A, O•lrlea, Treaaur•w, HamUtoa Couty, aat.o, 
· w•al ••tate taxe1, 
Do 

TELEPHCifl 

WATD. 

686.64 

zo.oo 
12.10 
7. 73 
1.34 

13.71 
a.u 

4.19 
9.34 

14.50 

331.Zl 
326.09 

10.81 
10,11 
11.36 
11.16 

ll.ZI 
10.11 
10,11 
10.34 
lO,U 
11,65 
9.3Z 
9.19 

3.80 

5,60 
4.70 
4.10 

TOTAL DISIUilSDtENTS 

3,694.89 

773,73 

657.30 

128.42 

18,80 

5, Z73, 14 
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THE LITERARY CLUB 

STATEMENT FOR PERIOD AUGUST 31, 1953 to AUGUST 31 1954 
~-~-------~-~----------------------------~----

RECEIPTS ----------
Balance on hand August 31, 1953, ------------------------------------- 3, 710.62 
Dues---,··-·:·---- _______ .;, __ ------------------------------------------- 4, 690. 00 
12/29/53 -Received from The Central Trust Company, Trustee under 

the will of Lawrence C. Carr, deceased, surplus 
incom~, ----------:·--------.-----------------------------

7/19/54 - Received from Dr. Howard D .. Fabing, to reimburse the 

287.54 

Club for cost of telephone call to Middletown, Ohio, 
on 5/10/54, -------------------------------------------.-- 1. 05 

TOTAL RECEIPTS---------------8, 689. 21 

DISBURSEMENTS ---------------
Beverages-------------------------------------------------771.02 
Mrs. Brownin·g-·- --------------- --·-- ---- ............... • •••• -- • -478. 00 
City Income Tax-·------------------------·------------------ 1. 60 
Clerical Se·rvices----- ---------------- .. --------------,-------286. 90 
Flo"'e rs-- ---- -·--·-- -- .... .;. .. -- -,- -·------------·- ------------- 46. 87 
Food-·----------------------------------------------------867.52 
Gas and Electricity------------------.:.---------------------- 590.84 
Insurance----------,-- .... ------------------------- .. -- --------480. 43 
Postage, printing, atationery supplies, etc. -------------------171.71 
Repairs, replacements,, etc. ---------------------------------773.73 
Taxea-------------------------·-----------------·---------657.30 
Telephone------------------------------------------------- 1Z8.4Z 
Water------ .. ---,-~----------------.------------------------ 18. 80 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS------- 5, 273.14 

Balance on hand August 31, 1954,-------------------------------------- 3,416. 07 
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DISBURSEMENTS -----------------BEVERAGES 

Liquor 
Ice · · 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co., 
The Burger Brewing Co. , 
The Cola-Cola Bottling Works Co., 
Barq B9ttling Co., Inc., 
Vernor's 
Liquor 
Ice 
Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co., 
The Burger Br'e.wing Co., 
W. T. Wagner' sSons Co. , 
Newport Liquor Dispensary 
The Cincinnati Wine .It Import Co. , 
Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co., 
The Burger Brewing Co., 

Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co., 
The Burger Brewing, Co., 
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Co., 
Bar'q Bottling Co·i , Inc. , 
The W. T. Wagner's Sons Co., 
Vernor's 
Liquor 
Ice 
The Burger Brewing Co. , 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co., 
Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co., 
The Burger Brewing Co. , 
Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co., 
The Burger Brewing Co. , 
Liquor 
Ice 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co. , 
The Burger Brewing Co., 

Vernor's 
Barq Bottling Co. , Inc. , 

Forwarded 

34.80 
Z.40 

14.10 
9.30 
1. 46 
1.1Z 
1. 7Z 

Z4.36 
4!, 50 
18.90 
10.64 

s. 68 
47.95 
55.70 
41.76 

Z.40 
Z8.35 
10.40 

Z7.84 
Z.40 

18.90 
s.zo 
1. 46 
1.6Z 
1.16 
1.1Z 

55.68 
3.00 
7.80 

zz.os 
45.Z4 
3.00 

Z4.10 
s.zo 

34.80 
3.30 

zz.os 
s.zo 

34.80 
Z.80 

ZZ.3Z 
s.zo 
l.lZ 
1.14 

674. 0'4 
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DISBURSEMENTS - ---rc-c>nr~;e7lr----

-z-
BEVERAGES .. Cdntinued: 

The ·w. T. Wagner's Sons .Co., 
Coca-Cola Bottling Works Co. , 
Liquor 
Ice 
Mrs. Browning: Soft drinks 

Food 
1.05 

14.75 
The Geo. Wiedemann Brewing Co. , 
The Burger Brewing Co. , 
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Co., 

Salary 
Salary 
Salary 
Salary 

Salary 
Salary 
Salary 

. Salary 
Salary 

MRS. BROWNING 

Less City Income Tax for months 
of April and May, 

Salary 
Less City Income Tax for June, 

Salary due 7 I 15, 
Less City Income Tax for July 

Salary 
Less City Income Tax for August 

Forwarded 

40.00 

. 80 
40.00 

.40 
40.00 

.40 
40.00 

• 40 

Note: On 1Z/ZO/ 51 the Club advanced $50. 00 to 
Mrs. Browning to be retained by her to 
be used to purchase supplies, with re
imbursement monthly. 

CITY INCOME TAX 
Withheld from Mrs. Browning for month of April 
~ M~ 
~ J~ 
Do Jwy 

Forwarded 

674.04 
3. Z1 
. 96 

Z5.48 
.70 

15.80 
38.97 
10.40 
1.46 

40.00 
40.00 
40.00 
40.00 

40.00 
40.00 
40.00 
40.00 

39.ZO 

39.60 

39.60 

39.60 

• 40 
.40 
. 40 
• 40 

771.0Z 

478.00 

1.60 
l,Z50.6Z 
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DISBURSEMENTS 
---(c;;~~~;-----

-3-

Forwarded 
CLERICAL. SERVICES 

Ge_rtrude Aspden: 
Typing 39 Literary papers@ 3. 50 each 
Re-copying of papers 
Indexing 
Postage 

FLOWERS· 

Jones, The Florist 

136.50 
136.50 

7.00 
6.90 

Farrell ·It Co. , Christmas wreaths, candles, etc. 

FOOD 

Mrs. Browning, nuts 
Moriconi' s Food Market 
University Club1 annual dinner 
Moriconi '• Food Market 
Loretta's Food Market 
Klosterman' a F_rench Baking Co. , 
Moriconi'1 Food Market 

Moriconi' a Food Market 
H. J. Cain Fish Co. , 
Moriconi t a Food Market 
Do 
Do 
H. J. Cain Fish Co. , 
Mr1. Browning, nuts 
Moriconi' a Food .Market 
H. J. Cain Filh Co. , 
Moriconi ~'a· Food Market 

GAS ANP ELECTRICITY 

Gas 
Electricity 
Gar 
Electricity 

8.15 
8.20 

10.94 
15. 3Z. 

Fo~ warded 

21.63 

25.Z4 

1.80 
34.85 

zoo. so 
102.63 
40.45 

3.50 
79.34 

71.83 
5.10 

56.Z6 
60.94 
67.05 
7.35 
Z.43 

66.64 
4.50 

6Z.35 

16.35 

Z6.Z6 

4Z.61 

1,Z50.6Z 

Z86.90 

46.87 

867.5Z 

Z, 451. 91 
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DISBURSEMENTS 
---1c~tiiued1 _____ _ 

-4-
l Forwarded 

GAS AND ELECTRICITY - Continued: 

Gas. 
Electricity 
Gas 
Electricity 

Gas 
Electricity 
Gas 
Electricity 
Gas 
Electricity 
Gas 
Electricity 
Gas 
Electricity 
Gas 
Electricity 
Gas 
Electricity 
Gas 
Electricity 

1Z.01 
14. Z4 
Z4.06 
14. 81 

58.78 
15.43 
69.49 
17.07 
77.Z3 
16~Z7 
6z.8s 
Z3.44 
ZZ.4Z 
16.71 
Z4.56 
17.95 
9.67 

17.49 
8.89 

14.86 

INSURANCE 

G•~ Andrews Espy, fire, etc. on building, ($50, 000),3 yrs., 
Do household goods; ($8, 000) 
Do additional extended coverage on 

household goods 

4Z.61 

Z6.Z5 

38.87 

74.Z1 

86.56 

103.50 

86.Z9 

39.13 

4Z.51 

Z7.16 

Z3. 7.5 

367.50 
96.40 

16.53 

POSTAGE, PRINTING, STATIONERY SUPPLIES, ETC. 

The H. Nieman Co., 
Th~ c;:en~ral Tru•t Co., postage for mailing bills 10/1/53, 
Harry, C. Sheri.ck 
The Pounaford Stationery Co. , napkins and matches, 
Th~ Central Trust Co. , postage, 
Elliott A.ddrealing Machine Co., 
The H. Nieman Co., 

' . . 

The· H. Nieman Co., letterheads and envelopes for Mr. 
Stim•P!l: Secretary,, and Dr. Owens, Cl.erk; 6 name cards 
each for James E. Stewart and Frederick Geisel, 

The H. Nieman Co. , 
Forwarded 

7.14 
Z.76 

17.51 
3.61 
3.00 
.lZ 

14.Z8 

39.99 
7.14 

CJ5.55 
·, . 

Z,451.91 

590.84 

480.43 

3,5Z3.18 
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DISB U RSEM.EN T S 
---lcontin~;~-----

-5-

POSTAGE, PRINTING, STATIONERY 
SUPPLIES, ETC, • Continued: 

Elliott Addressing Machine Co., 
The H. Nieman Co. , 

Forwarded 

The Central Trust Co., postage for mailing 4/1 I 54 bills, 
Dr. Louis B. Owena, at~pa, 
The H. Nieman Co., 
Elliott Addressing :Machine Co., 
The H. Nieman Co., . 
The H. Nieman Co. , 
The Central Trust Co., stamps, 

REPAIRS, REPLACEMENTS, ETC, 

Mrs. Browning, cleaning, 
United Cleaning Co., cleaning services • windows, paint 

· and acreens, 
Janitors' Supply Co., Inc., floor wax, dust mop, etc., 
Foltzer's Electric City, 
The Model Laundry Co., 
Mrs. Browning, extra help - annual dinner, 
Cincinnati Goodwill Industries, caning 4 chairs and 1 couch, 
The Model Laundry Co., 
The American Linen Supply Co. , folding chairs and covers, 
M.Dunaky It Co., rental of glasses, et~., 
Mr a. Browning, to reimburse her for amount paid to man for 

removing screens and trimming hedge, 
The Model Laundry Co. , 

Mrs. Browning, to reimburse for amount paid to man for 
yard work, 

The Main Supply Co., stainless sink and cabinet, faucet, 
strainers, etc., 

United Cleaning Co., window cleaning,· 
The Model Laundry Co., 
Mrs. BroWJ1ing, extra help, 
The Main Supply Co., C-1 Cleaner, 
The Model Laundry Co. , 
T. M. Griswold, installing kitchen sink, 
Westinghouse Electric Supply Co., 
City Treasurer, cash assessment for extension of time of 

95;55 

• Z3 
34.89 
Z.85 

10.00 
10.75 

• 16 
7.14 
7.14 
3,00 

Zl. 55 

Z5.00 
10.90 
Z.33 
Z.76 

85.00 
Z3.00 
9.15 

40.Z6 
19.97 

10.00 
8.10 

4.00 

167.36 
15.80 
3.98 
4.00 

64.89 
11.80 
65.51 
7.00 

the im~rovement by lighting, boulevard lights in front 
of the Club, __ ·a_4_ •. _za_ 

686.64 Forwarded 

3,5Z3.18 

171. 71 

3,694. 89 
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DISBURSEMENTS 
---(con~u;~-----

-6-
1 Forwarded 

REPAIRS,- REPLACEMENTS, ETC. -Continued: 

Mrs. Browning, to reimburse for amount paid H. J. Dane 
for plastering around sink in kitchen, 

United Cleaning Co., cleaning services, 
The Saalfeld Paper Co., paper towels, 
The Model Laundry Co. , 
The Fuller Brush Co., mop, broom, cleaning supplies, 

mothproofer, etc., 
The Model Laundry Co. , 
The Pickering Hardware Co., screen enamel, paint thiimer, 

screen paint, paint brush, hose coupling and bands, 
The Model Laundry Co., 
Mrs. Browning, refund of amount advanced to pay for 

painting and installing screens, 

TAXES 

Paul A. O'Brien, Treasurer, Hamilton County, Ohio, 
real estate taxes, 

Do 

TELEPHONE 

WATER 

686.64 3,694.89 

zo.oo 
1Z.80 
7.73 
Z.34 

13.71 
Z.48 

4.19 
9.34 

14.50 773.73 

331.Z1 
3Z6.09 

10.81 
10.81 
11. 36 
11. 16 

11. zz 
10,81 
10.81 
10.34 
10.34 
11.65 
9.3Z 
9.79 

3.80 

5.60 
4.70 
4.70 

657.30 

1Z8. 4Z 

18.80 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS 5, Z73.14 
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THE UTERARY CLUB 
Telephone MAin 6589 

SEPTEMBER, 1954 

September 20 

-et de l'universe 
BART J. SHINE 

Annual Business Meeting 

September 27 

Informal 
NATHANIEL R. WHITNEY 

LOUIS B. OWENS, Clerk 

The Board of Management suggests. 
that guests retire to the Library during 

business meeting of the Club. 



The Literary Club 

September Meetings 

Minutes of Business Meeting, September 20 

·Th~ first business meeting or The Literary Club's 106th year 

opened with a pleasant glow, forty members being present; the new 

president, Mr. Virginius Hall, met the occasion handsomely. The 

club's new secretary, a pretender from outside the newspaper peer

age, read the minutes or the meeting or June 7, 1954, and also the 

annual report, both prepared by his predecessor, Mr. George Stimson. 

Both were approved with appreciation. There were 2.03 grunts or 

appreciation per paragraph. 

The rest or the meeting was lack-luster. The treasurer's 

report from Mr. William Anderson was presented and accepted with the 

quiet awe accorded a tour de force in arithmetic. With all dollars 

and cents in line, it appears that we begin this year with about 

$300 less than we began last year. 

Mr. Vitz, chairman, gave. the report or the Special Library Com-

mittee.· When it appeared that the Board or Trustees would act upon 

it rather than the club at large, because or some dark parliamentary 

machinations, the.apathy or the meeting thickened except for a flash 

or passion from Messrs. Keagy and Fabing on Webster's Collegiate 

Dictionary, the Bible, and Shakespeare. 

The big business of the meeting was consideration or two consti-

tutional amendments intended to eliminate a loose bolt in the 

machinery for dealing with membership proposals. Though the amend

ments were explained in detail by Mr. Keagy, the problem proved 
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_solvable and the bolt removable. The amendments or sections 3 and 

4 or the constitution, appended to these minutes were therefore ' -

adopted with lackadaisical unanimity, a quorum.being present. 

On this note, and because nobody had anything better to sug

gest,·the meeting adjourned. 

The paper or the evening was read by Mr. Bart Shine. It began 

with a soliloquy on the significance and effect or false teeth, 

then plunged headlong into the main section, entitled "----et de 

1 'universe." The main section was a second soliloquy, but was 

written in dialogue form in which Mr. Shine,· Walter-Mitty-like, wore 

different labels, Shine the historian, the anthropologist, and the 

philosopher. 

Mr. Shine in three labels suggested a mild schizophrenia which 

the paper ultimately supported. It began with a consideration or 

education--good education as opposed to training on the assembly

line system. About a third or the way through, it digressed into 

astronomy and stayed there. The example in astronomy illustrated 

John Dewey's celebrated diktat. about learning by doing and avoiding 

compartmentalization or subject-matter. It also illustrated that 

the Dewey attack is more interesting and less orderly. The astronomy 

was, I suppose, simple, and there were undoubtedly a rew members who 

understood it, though your secretary is not numbered among them. In 

the end, astronomy was suitably linked to education, the Aristotelian 

demand ror symmetrical rorm was served, and the harmony of the uni

verse endorsed. Nevertheless, astronomy won. 

. TA. ~ ,LJ. ~ ~~~:d. ,td 
1 <;h. a,4)- c~~J a-v~ ff~ ~- A;tJ., ~ 
~~~ .... ~~ 
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Delightful was the word for Dr. Whitney's budget program on 

September 27, attended again by forty members. In "Confessions 

or a Vivisector," Dr. Martin Fischer presented a specialized 

fragment or his· own Apoiogia Pro Vita Sua. As always, Dr. Fischer 

wa~ g~ntly mocking; but he came to a noticeable glow when he forgot 

his apologia and came to the trade secrets by which a suave and 

knowing vivisector outplayed the antivivisectionists . 

The second paper, "King Gambrinus" by Ed Alexander, was an 

account of_the beer industry in Cincinnati. Though written by 

another pretender (this time from outside the beerage), it was 

authoritative and interesting, particularly in indicating the effect 

or technological changes on the industry's development. 

The third item, "A Great Newspaper and a Great Editor" by Dr. 

Whitney, was a scholarly and dense account or The Economist or London, -
and or its most celebrated editor, Walter Bagehot. Except for a note 

of irony in his discussion of the Economist's own finances, Dr • 

Whitney brought himself to perceptive interest only when presenting 

a few or Bagehot•s ideas. The paper suggested to your secretary that 

Dr. Whitney give himself a second assignment on the subject--a criti

cal examination or a rew or Bagehot•s most significant ideas in their 

original setting, with a study or their later development and present-

day validity. 
Thus ended a mild September; a brace or meetings or cool charm, 

gentlemanly restraint, ~d relaxed detachment--not a month or vigor, 

strength, nor robust reeling. Mellow was its tone. In content it 

was oddly split; three of the four papers professed one interest and 
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demonstrated another. There may be significance in the fact that 

the orle paper in which professed and demonstrated interest were 

coextensive was on beer. 

Secretary 
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THE LITERARY CLUB 
Telephone MAin 6589 

October 4 

•• 
OCTOBER, 1954 

• 
A Sentimental Education 

ALISTER CAMERON 

Business Meeting · • 

October II 
The Beautiful Valley 

JAMES E. BRODHEAD 

October 18 
Pattern for Popularity 

WILLIAM G. WERNER 

October 25 
1 OSth Anniversary 

VIRGINIUS c. HALL 

• 
LoUIS B. OWllNS, Clerk 

The Board of Management suggests 
that guests retire to the Library during 

business meeting of the Club. 
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The Literary Club 

October Meetings 

Minutes of Business Meeting, October 4, 1954 

~ shirt-sleeved, brow-mopping quorum or forty members was 

called to order by President Hall on October 4i the stage was set 

for a heatedl hard~working business meeting. The setting, how

ever, reflected physical heat with no apparent relationship to 

intellectual or emotional temperature. The secretary got his 

minutes through witbout correction, though there was later indi

cation not that they were accurate, but that they were inaudible. 

There was no old business. 

There was no new business. 

There was· nothing to do but adjourn. 

The inertia .of the business meeting was in no sense a carry

over from Mr. Alister Cameron's paper or the evening, entitled "A 

Sentimental Education." The paper was a many-faceted, highly 

polished half-karat diamond enjoyed particularly by your Secretary 

for the aptness and wit of its author's word selection. In form 

it was an artless account or Mr. Cameron's learning or French in 

Paris in 1950. .In content it was an artful combination or many 

elements, principally a highly intellectualized portrait or a 

specific Madame Breuil, and a generalized picture or elderly, 

upper-class French prejudice. Mr. Cameron remarked that his re

lationship with his teacher developed on several planes, the ex

plicit plane or language and communication, and the implicit plane 
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of struggle for acceptance against a remarkably prejudiced and 

suppressive personality. A similar comment could be made on the 

paper itself; on one plane it was an account of Madame Breuil and 

the development of a specific relationship; on a second plane it 

was an account of the development of Mr. Cameron's attitude toward 

the French • 

On still a third plane, the paper was a forty-five-minute 

question mark. In his every word, Mr. Cameron said he did not 

really value the good opinion or this narrow, self-satisfied woman • 

Yet he tried to win her esteem and felt it a triumph to have ob

tained it. Why? Was it the outsider trying to be an insider? Was 

it some kind of pride? Or the dazzle of a sophisticated charm 

(which was transparently foolish)? The explanation given by Mr • 

Cameron was something about international relations; that explan

ation is not acceptable, as it is not on the plane of the question. 

It is still true, however, that a good question is more interesting 

than its answer--as Mr. Cameron demonstrated. 

On October 11, twenty-nine members and one guest had the 

pleasure of hearing "'lhe Beautiful Valley" by James Brodhead, an 

account of the early history or Wyoming Valley, in northeastern 

Pennsylvania, a section of the Susquehanna Valley. The paper was 

solid with scholarship, research, and the author's interest in his 

subject, a hair-raising nook of this country's early history. 

The paper was well constructed and well proportioned, perhaps 

a little too tightly packed with dates, and tor your Secretary's 
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taste somewhat lacking in human detail. It is, however, the 

historian's privilege to be impersonal, if he is accurate and 

int.eresting. Mr. Brodhead was both. 'lbe dry, historian • s 
I 

narrative, piling fact upon fact with a min~ of comment, in 

all probability heightened the horror where a more exclamatory 

style might have irritated. 

Edward w. Merke 
Secretary 

On October 18 came William G. Werner who del,rell back 

into the past of rna:ny of tlle mesbers who do not wlsh to count 

theer years too oft en and probed into a forgotten boyhood· G. 

A. Henty, and his long list of popular boys' books was the sub-

ject of tl1A evening's :JapeJ.:'• to recall forgotten fact fl, l1ir. 

ilerner recited that HentJ waA an ex .. war corrosspondent whose 

tales, designed for boys, their father~ and, perhe.ps, tbeir fathers' 

fathers, recounted stories of excitement, achievement and adventure, 

as well as character, history ~nd facts. 1\Tr. Henty's novels may 

seam old~fashioned today, with that stilted prose of the popular 

novels ofyes·teryear, but to a genPration which does not re~arc1 

itself as too far removed from boyhood, ur. ~erner's account 

brought back more than a bit of youthful nostalgia• 

Tho annual dinner and me0ting on October 25 satPreRident 

Virginius Hall in the role of host, Some 67 mGmbers e.na one 

guest gathered for cocktails, beginning at 6 p.m. and sat down 
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to a delicious dinner at some time after 7 po!n. -he .same, 
L 

serve~ in the club rooms, lived ~~to p1st reputation for 

ex~ellenc~ and conviviality. 

Mr. Hall opened the literary proceedings· of the evoning 

by. reading a message from Simeon John son which ·na s, actually • a 

short paper, one of· the shorte~t and moAt illuminatin£: ir. thP

club's 1].isttry. Mr. Johnson, under the hend~nt; of 
11
f!'ollopes' 

Folly 11 , proceeded to debunk many of the legends associatP-d trith 

Frances Trollope. The same female, 11Jho hated Cincin~1atl, ap

parently never owned title to her famed Bazaar, no date of thP 

opening of the building is on record, t.herA is no description of 

same and her claim ·of losing mone~r on the venture, };~r. ,John8o~1 

sal d, 1 s hardly true. Mr • Johnson A fad he wished hA had more t 1.me 

to explore t.h:t s fertile field of rendering fact from fiction. The 

enttre paper took up one sheet of note paper. 

A telegram from Malcolm MacGregor in Vancouver, espressing 

regrets at not being present, geconded by one in similar veln from 

the samP- spot by Frank Mot,.e', was followed by a note of g:reet ing 

from our Ohicae;o member, Derrick ''ail• 

Two papers comprised the pro3ram of the eirening, not to 

mention Simeon aohn~on 1 8 contribution, noted nbo ve~ 

Frank lVIoore' s ''By the Rivereir:le 11 wae a recount of a conver .. 

sation betwe~n a river ratfi and a minister of the gospel• The 

ccnfessee was, it see~ed a tetired policeman who was impressed 

by tvJo •urder cJ.Aes which he had investigatAd but never solved, 

who revelled in loc'al histor¥ and who told the story of a local tre

asure hunt a centurY before whose promoter ran oft' with the funds 
• 

contributed to pro~ecute tbe search for hidden v1ealthe 

James A· Maxwell weighed in tilth t,he "Case of the Red Uprising 
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at Fort Nirvana", which many members took l,o be 9: satyriaal 

c.omment on the well-known ~;!cCarthy hf·arlngs of the pre ~ent er~ • 

Mr. Maxwell's victlma were a group of ~en who confessed to being 

red agents in the Army and t·he investigst ion whlch follo·Ned. Th 2 

outcome was a confession by one that they knew not~in3 of 6om~oo 

munist doctrtne, but wanted to be kept in the United St8.tes, 

preferably Kqnsag, rather than be shi)ped c-.broad, h;;:.vine.; heo.rd 

that Red· sympathizers, as told l'Y rea::. Red propagandists, would 

not l,e sent for foreign duty.. Hr. 1llixwell' s sulut len was that 

the Reds, instead of their victins, should get overseas.service. 

It was, all/ in all, a ?leasant evening, one lnthe 

tradition of the club, and an occaRion for rrtany me!"lb'?rs who do 

not often grace thA club premioes, to renew their ties with 

fellow members • 

Respectfully submitted, 

li (J _s ( ~ qb, We) 
George I'. 8t imson 

(substituting for 
Edward w. Merkel, 
called to Li:uropc on 

buslne se •) 
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NOVEMBER, 1954 

November I 
Bones from an .f\tt¥: ; <.:..1 ( 

GEoRGE H. FoRD 

Business Meeting 

November 8 
Lawyers 

STEPHENS L. BLAKELY 

· November 15 
A New Experiment in poverrtment ' 

ioHN H. MoRE 

November 22 ( I ~ ~ 
"Richard Harding Davis: In Happy 

Recollection" 
RAYMOND WALTERS 

November 29 
Informal 

EsLIE AsBURY 

LoUIS B. OWENS, Clerk 

The · Board of Managenunt suggests 
that guests retire to the Library during 

business nueting of the Club. 



The Literary Club 

November Meetings 

Business Meeting November 1, 1954 

The business meeting or November 1, 1954, was short and sweet. 

The meeting was called to order by President Hall. In the absence 

or the Secretary, journeying in Switzerland, Ireland and way. points, 

the minutes were read by the Clerk, Mr. Louis B. Owens. These were 

a combination or the efforts or Mr. Merkel, the reigning secretary, 

and Mr. Stimso~, the dowager secretary. For this reason they were, 

or course, approved. There being no new or old business, the meet-

ing was adjourned. 

Prior to the business meeting, George Ford took the members on 

a riotous reexamination or "Bones from an Attic". The attic was 

Mr. Ford's memory and the bones some incidents or the past in which 

Mr. Ford always seemed to emerge as a tarnished hero. 

Mr. Ford said his favorite dream was himself in the role or a 

great symphony conductor hailed throughout the world as a great 

genius. But~ like Walter Mitty, in actual life his moments or glory 

had a habit or winding up in frustration. 

To prove his point he cited the long anticipated high school 

dance which was spoiled because his date suffered root trouble. 

Then there was the first lecture he delivered to a college class, an 

assembly or young females, which he discovered, on conclusion, had 

been given while. a certain closure on a certain garment was agape. 

Thirdly, Mr. Ford recounted how his career as a football player ended 

abruptly when, as a substitute, his stout thigh muscles developed in 
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a summ~r of anticipatory exercise, brought seriou~ injuries to two 

of the team's star players. And finally was Mr. Ford's humiliating 

experience in the Canadian army reserve. On maneuvers he managed to 

lead his company off into nowhere, then into a position where the 

guns were a~ed at the main camp. The close of this episode found 

Mr. Ford gallantly mounting his horse in reverse position. 

Here was a delightful paper, expertly written and read with 

gusto; small wonder that the members of the club rocked with laughter 

during its reading and burst into wild applause at its conclusion. 

On November 8 came-Stephens L. Blakely with a forty-seven-minute 

offering entitled "Lawyers", on which Mr. James Nelson took notes for 

your secretary. Mr. Blakely's paper can apparently be summarized by 

the first line of Mr. Nelson's notes,. which are meticulously quoted: 

"Am:eesic, he said, if not teeming." Based on this fundamental princi

ple, Mr. Blakely proceeded in an amusing and knowing paper to discuss 

lawyers, their .position in literature, in public repute, and with 

respect to each other. The paper was enlivened by stories and anec

dotes from actual experience, and proved that lawyers, no matter what 

their other defects, at times at least possess a sense or humor. In 

short, the paper was clearly ameesic if not teeming. 

John More's paper on November 15, "A New Experiment in Government", 

was a precise and interesting account of the conception, development 

and accomplishments of the fight against pollution in the Ohio River. 

He recounted how fish from the Ohio were once sold in. the Pearl Street 

market but disappeared, as did swimming, when the growing amount of 

filth made the Ohio unsanitary. Mr. More traced the activities of the 
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Chamber of Commerce committee on Stream Pollu~ion, under the guiding 

star of Hudson Biery~ the long fight for an interstate agreement 1 

and the final signing of the Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation 

compac't after forty years of effort. It was a scholarly and factual 

report on a significant phase of interstate relations. 

Dr. Raymond Walters presented his paper "Richard Harding Davis: 

In Happy Recollection" on November 22 1 closely holding the interest 

of the thirty-seven members and two guests who had assembled to hear 

it. The paper was a commemorative tribute to Davis by his personal 

friend and interested critic. Enkindled by his subject, Dr. Walters 

presented his paper with a life and sincerity which evoked unusual 

attentiveness--deservedly1 for the monograph was plainly the pr~duct 

of substantial work as well as of sincere affection. 

I suppose that a critical discussion would not have been appro

priate in a commemorative tribute, but as Dr. Walters took note of 

the differing judgments of succeeding generations 1 a few comments on 

the subject may not be amiss.- Richard Harding Davis (perhaps with 

his fellow
1 

Charles Dana Gibson) is the archetype of the man who is 

a many-facetted hero to one generation and almost a zero to its 

grandchildren. To me
1 

for example, Davis represents a sort of naive 

and antique worldliness
1 

a nice guy 1 an average guy~ hardly more~ 

inflated by his generation into the likeness of a saint. To me, the 

core or interest in Richard Harding Davis is not the man or his work 

but the wide disparity between the generations' est~at~~of him. To 

this Dr. Walters did not apply his great critical capacity. 
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lmmediately following the reading of the paper, the moving 

memorial for The Literary Club to Dr. Robert Carothers was read by 

Dr. Moore, speaking for the committee, Dr. Mayfield and Mr. Gatch. 

The budget of November 29 was presented by Dr. Eslie Asbury 

before forty members and four guests. The first paper, Carl 

Blegen's, possessed the unlikely title "Horses" . It began with a 

mock-serious introduction, somewhat ponderous in length, on the 

most distinguished horse of history; as Dr. Blegen was the author, 

the horse, of course, was the wooden horse of Troy. The balance of 

the paper was a charming and totally unexpected archaeological 

novelty on horses in ancient Troy. 

The second paper, by Howard Roelofs, entitled "American Wine 

the American Way", was ostensibly an account of the author's dis

covery that American wines are different from European wines in that 

through mass production and scientific control a wine of timeless 

uniformity is produced--a probably deadly uniformity. The broader 

implications are apparent and need be no more labored here than they 

were in Dr. Roelofs' paper. 

The third paper, entitled "The Conservative Mind", was in a 

sense a book review by Mr. Bert Smith of the recently published book 

of the same name by Russell Kirk. It was an account of the conserva

tive approach to curren~ problems as they arose and also to liberal 

groups--as nearly as your secretary could tell. For at this point 

in his budget, Dr. Asbury was engaged in a Laocoon struggle with 

every budgeteer's black beast: requested papers which were too long 
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and also impossible to edit. As a matter or fact, Dr. Asbury had 

to omit entirely his own contribution. The pressure or the coming 

spec·ial program added to Dr. Asbury's acute discomfort; it was 

Mr. Smith's paper and the club at large which suffered. Endeavoring 

to catch the highlights on the run, Dr. Asbury gave Mr. Smith's 

paper an execrable reading which, for your secretary, was not im

proved by an apparently jocose but lengthy conversation between 

Messrs. Beckjord and Beyer in stentorian whispers • 

The special program which followed was a commemoration or 

Rutherford B. Hayes, one or the club's early and distinguished 

members, and also an oral blurb for the book "Rutherford B. Hayes . 

and His America", by Harry Barnard. Ex-governor Myers Y. Cooper 

presented copy number one or the book to the club. The author or 

the book, Mr. Harry Barnard, gave a short talk, briefly telling or 

Hayes' interest in the club and the club's influence on him, includ

ing a few odd historical bits which Mr. Barnard had picked up in 

passing. 

Respectfully submitted, 

5 secretary 
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THE LITERARY C LU 8 
500 EAST F'CURTH STREET 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 

ANNOUNCEMENT 

On November 29, directly after the regular program, Harry 
Barnard, author of the recently published biography, Rutherford 
B. Hayes and His America, will give a brief talk on Hayes as a 
member of the Literary Club and a resident of Cincinnati. 

The biography, to be published November 23 by the Bobbs
Merrill Company, was made possible by an original grant for 
research made to the author by the Hayes Memorial Library at 
Fremont. That library and various others, including the Literary 
Club's, provided source material. 

An autographed copy of Mr. Barnard's biography will be 
presented to the Club at that time by the Honorable Myers Y. Cooper. 

"Nothing in connection with my study of President Hayes," 
Mr. Barnard has written, "could please me so much as an invitation 
to appear before the Lit-erary Club of Cincinnati." 

This seems an appropriate time to commemorate one of the 
Club's most distinguished members. 

Please attend. 
Virginius C. Hall 

President 
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THE UTERARY CLUB 
Telephone MAin 6589 
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• DECEMBER, 1954 

• 
Grimaces 

MARTIN H. FISCHER 

Business Meefin/ I ~ t 

December 13 
Winesburg, Ohio 

M. A. BLANKENHORN 

December 20 
Fiesta N acional 

HoWARD D. FADING 

December 27 
Holiday Celebration 

THE TRUSTEES 

LoUIS B. OWENS, Clerk 
The Board of Management suggests 
that guests retire to the Library during 

business muting of the Club. 
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THE LITERARY CLUB 

DECEfilBER NEEriNGS 

BUSINESS MEETING DECEMBER 6, 19 54 

A receptive and eager quorum of forty-six members was 

called to order by Dale Osborn on December 6 in the absence 

of President Hall. The minutes, a combination job, were 

approved as read despite a mutinous mumble or two at their 

more disagreeable passages. 

There was no old business. 

There was no new business. 

There was not even a motion to adjourn. 

The program of the evening consisted of two of Dr. Martin 

Fischer 1 s "Grtmaces". 
Grimace number one was entitled "Camping 

De Luxe", a medium-sour _observation on the disparity between the 

rugged sportsman's nature-in-the-raw pose and the orchidaceous 

When the rugged fisherman in his 
cultivation which feeds it. 

elaborate rig finally lands his breakfast, even that is a city

bred, hand-grown trout. 
Grlmace number two .was a question, "Is Hippocrates Going to 

Die?." Concerning the ethics and character of physicians, This 

is probably a serious and lively subject ln the medical professi~, 
but it seemed to your secretary that here was a good deal of gri-

macing without explanation of its cause. 
There was a German in 

the nineteenth century named Hufelond whO was important about 
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medical ethics, after Hippocrates. After that, there were a 

few others·turning out dishwater, who ca~e info~ a good deal 

of grimacin~.' but in the final analysis Hippocrates was still the 

best. It is probably in the nature of Dr. Fischer's approach 

that on occasion he seems to be quarreling in a vacuum. There 

is some lively sarcasm and penetrating wit, all of which are 

greatly appreciated, but I would enjoy these things a little 

more. if I knew the setting and the background of the quarrel. 

To the second December meeting on December 13 carne Dr. 

Marion A. Blankenhorn with three papers grouped under the title 

"Winesburg., Ohio", demonstrating that while Sherwood Anderson's 

book may be Sherwood Anderson on the subject, it was certainly 

not Dr. Blankenhorn. First, there was a shy and nervous shoe 

salesman named Ed who released his aggressions through and found 

unique fulfillment in a pleasant and responsive tuba. Then 

there was Mrs. Momberg, who fished every day in a deep hole in 

the creek while her husband worked as a house painter and carriage 

refinisher, warding off painter's colic with liberal applications 

of gin. Finally, there was the engineer in the railroad yards 

named Crane-neck who led an easy and entertaining life in an 

irregular assortment of triangles and parallelograms. 

In my absence, notes and comments were graciously made by 

John Gatch, who tells me that Dr. Blankenhorn's papers evoked 

gentle and fond memories in every small-towner's heart. From 

what others have told me, I discover the rather odd fact that 

there is· a tuba player in almost everyone's life, and that Dr. 

Blankenhorn with his gently assertive Ed had captured s'omething 
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more universal in meaning than perhaps he, himself, realized. 

It was a genial and a happy evening, well integrated, at ease 

with the worlq, and touching. It also dated Sherwood Anderson, 

' There are a few unexpected, almost exotic, subjects which 

exercise a deep fascination on groups of articulate Englishmen 

and Americans: Arabia is one, bull-fighting another. On Decem

ber 20, Dr. Howard Fabing, with "Fiesta Nacional", put himself 

in the bull-fighting group, in the best Brave Bulls and Death in 

the Afternoon tradition. I doubt that Dr. F1abing has had pro-

fessional dramatic training, but in many spots his reading was 

either so deeply felt or so artfully emphasized that the silence 

of fascination was heavy. It may be that some primitive bull 

symbolism survives in us all, or that the mortal collision between 

male-beast and male-human evokes some atavistic response, to make 

the subject intrinsically fascinating--but I doubt it. The re-

sponse was evoked in Dr. Fabing; what he evoked in us was interest 

in his personal experience, rather than interest in bull-fighting 

itself. 

In subject-matter the paper was hardly remarkable: bull

fighting as a national sport; the meaning of the bull in primi

tive societies and in mythology; the ritual and sequence of a 

typical bull-fighting afternoon; an interpretation of the per-

formance equating it to Greek tragedy. What made the paper un-

usual was its undertone of gut-seizing, eye-riveting command of 

interest. For ·this reason the motion pictures which followed 

the paper were anticlimactic: the subject-matter was there, but 

Dr. Fabing's personal- reaction was not • It was strange to me 
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that the sexuality in bull-fighting was elided in a paper by a 

psychiatrist, but its omission went largely unremarked, probably 

because the paper suspended reason almost as compulsively as 

bull-fighting itself. 

December 27 brought the last meeting of calendar 1954 

and the trustees' tradition-crusted holiday celebration; with 

William G. Werner reading, with egg-nog, baked ham, and scalloped 

oysters on the buffet table, with sage words from the Old Member, 

and with a new carol from Dale Osborn Rnd his family. 

The program started with the egg-nog and a greeting from 

Malcolm (old Marmaduke) NcGregor, then plunged into a singularly ... 
touching sketch by Oliver Gale, "In The Darkness One Can Dream." 

Eleven~year-old Tommy, delivering a Christmas present to his 

friend, is trapped into a late afternoon tea-party with old Aunt 

Nellie, the fragile, by~passed spinster who in the darkness dreams 

and in the end traps Tommy in her dreams. Unreal from start to 

finish, prickly with unexplained detail, painted almost entirely 

in tones of gray, the sketch still somehow gripped and touched 

with the tenderness of its feeling. 

Bill Werner's "Our Out-Moded, Christmas-Tide Columnists" 

was more solid and robust. From newspapers and magazines thick 

with budget-smashing Christmas advertising, Mr. Werner turned to 

the Cincinnati Daily Gazette for December, 1838, when consumer-

goods advertising was the monopoly of patent medicines. Particu-

larly bruising was the competitive warfare of one George M. Allen 

with his Nerve and Bone Liniment, recounted with gusto and amusement. 

James Maxwell's "Family Fable" brought the evening's ascent 

in robustness to a hard plateau, to which the visits of Uncle Mike 
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.and his extra-marital Billie brought problems of morality, vary-

ing tn size and scope. The problems were solved by pretending 

they were not there - except the big problem, that of truth and 

honesty, which was solved by a lie. In this story, as in many 

of Mr. ·Maxwell's others, cynicism comes three-fourths circle and 

arrives at a kind of topsy-turvy naivete by which the ostensible 

is apparently accepted (with a gee-whiz) as the real, while at 

the same time the ostensible is busily demonstrating the opposite. 

This is essentially a d1sagreeable point on the circle, but Mr. 

Maxwell is witty and has a sharp eye as well as an apt tongue; 

they cast a pleasant air of reminiscence over the story, making 

it seem an easy recollection, when in fact it is as neat as a 

hammer and as tender as a cold chisel. 

Dale Osborn's carol was a tour-de-force written entirely 

in alternating quarter- and half-notes (except for a mid-point 

hold), adeptly varied by harmonic changes, easy to sing, and soft 

in spirit. 
Mr. Draper closed the program with an account of his 

visit with the Old Member, who this year presented the members of 

the club Mons. Spence's learned but lucid book on Gregorian chant. 

December was an unique month, in its way a high point for 

the club. 
The holiday celebration gave wide variety, all of it 

fine writing, deeply perceptive and literate - rare in a hodge-

But what is more remarkable is that the three 
podge program. 
preceding December meetings, all taken by doctors, independently 

found the same high level of perception, variety and. literacy. 

Dr. Fischer perhaps unwit~ingly sounded the key-note in his dis

cussion of medical ethics, focusing the question, What Is and 
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What Makes a Doctor? The question brooded through Dr. Blanken

horn's Winesburg revised, and through Dr. Fabing 1s interpretation 

of bull-fighting. The doctors came through with flying be.nners. 

Whatever else Dr. Fischer may think they are, this I know: in 

December, 1954, the doctors were perceptive, articulate, under-

standing., and highly individual. 

Respectfully submitted, 

7 Secretary 
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THE LITERARY CLUR 
Telephone MAin 6589 
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11, 
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'17, 
Murder Without Guilt 

HowARD D. MciNTYRE 

. Business Meeting 

January 10 
Meet the Devil 

FRANCIS J. MooRE 

January 17 
Th~ Next Act 

WILSON WRIGHT 

January 24 
Another Look at South America 

RoGER H. FERGER 

January 31 
Informal 

HowARD B. LuTHER 

LOUIS B. OWENS, Clerk 
The Board of Management suggests 
that guests retire to the Library during 

business meeting of the Club. 
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The Literary Club 

January Meetings 

Minutes of Business Meeting January 3, 1955 

A generous quorum of thirty-seven members was called to order 

by President Virginius Hall on January 3, 1955. The minutes were 

approved as read, despite the president's hint that.a bite or two 

would be gently received. 

There was no old business; there was no new business; and 

though there was a motion to adjourn, it was intoned in deep or 

professional Southern and is therefore of doubtful validity. This 

was the fourth in a row of no-business business meetings, which 

strongly suggests either that the need for a secretary is far from 

acute, or that somebody ought at least to propose a new member. 

Preceding the meeting, Dr. Howard D. Mcintyre read his paper 

"Murder Without Guilt", on the problem of the aggressive criminal, 
. . . 

particularly the murderer, describing principally the mechanism of 

anxiety as formulated by Freud and developed by others. I shall 

not try to summarize Dr. Mcintyre '-s paper except to note that by 

far its ~ost interesting and well-developed portions were concerned 

with the need for and effect of the orefrontal lobotomy or leukotomy. . . 
To a layman who approaches the problems of·personality and 

personal responsibility with caution and diffidence, Dr. Mcintyre's 

paper was too dense to be caught on the fly. Though there was an 

attempt to compromise between the highly technical and the frankly 

popular, the essay was too drastically oversimplified and pat for 
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the technician, and too technical for the layman--a perhaps success-

ful compromise,· but not an entirely successful paper. The most 

interesting facet of the paper, to me, was its bland acceptance of 

neurological mechanism as the cause of mental disorders and person

ality traits. It maqe my own little id's hair stand on end and got 

my super-ego into a super-tizzy; this, as Dr. Mcintyre knows, gener

ated a good deal of anxiety in me, which my ego resolved by writing 

these minutes. The thirty-odd other members, whose ids and super

egos were similarly generating, are therefore on this one occasion 

less fortunate than the secretary. 

An even fifty members and guests assembled on January 10 to 

Meet the Devil under the benign influence of Francis J. Moore. The 

occasion was an account of the origin and development of the devil, 

beginning in pre-Biblical times and with retroactive theories to 

explain his birth. The devil's growth was followed chronologically 

through his group personality as a sort of heavenly agent and devil's 

advocate, through his efflorescence as the embodiment of evil in a 

dualistic scheme of ethics, ending with his fleshing-in by the ~ater 

imagination of demonology. The paper was read almost perfectly, as 

perhaps was expected, but particular commendation goes to Dr. Moore's 

reading of several passages from the Book of Job. 

As Dr. Moore was primarily concerned with the devil as a Biblical, 

theological, and ethical figure, such notable devils as those of 

Milton, Dante and Goethe were omitted. The devil as a literary figure 

may be a different subject, but is ttie preconception which most of us 
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brought to the meeting--the fascinating gentleman from grand opera 

and picture books, usually with cloven hoofs, forked tail,- and small 

horns •. · Dr. MoC?re presented a refreshing, though· a comparatively 
.. 

colorless,. evolutionary concept to take his place. But even Dr. 

Moore gave signs of liking the old rake, and my guess is that a care

ful look behind the theological and ethical concept in Dr. Moore's 

mind will reveal a very odd pair of shoes and some dusty red tights. 

"The Next Act", read by Wilson Wright on January 17, was a sus

tained analogy between history and drama, finding analogues to play

wrights in such people as Marx and Engels, to writer-directors in 

Hitler and Stalin, to actors in everyone else. Analyzing and explain

ing his analogy with illustrations from the past, Mr. Wright proceeded 

to its logical development in the present, outlining the basic elements 

in the drama of the next act, and ending in a fling at the major strands 

of its action. An effor.t to summarize Mr. Wright's thesis and conclu

sion would be either over-long or unjustly oversimplified. It must 

suffice to state that from a position of deep pessimism, Mr. Wright 

worked himself toward a prediction, for the next few years, of only 

moderate gloom in which the cold logic of Soviet tactics would be 

opposed to the illusions of the democratic world in Soviet successes 

limited principally by deterrents in its own position. 

Any study of history so broad in sweep as this depends heavily on 

the persuasiveness of its analysis·. For this reason it was somewhat 

unfortunate that Mr. Wright bound himself too tightly to an analogy; 

analogy is one of the tools of analysis, to be sure, but analogy too 
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lo~g sustained impairs rather than aids analysis. Manifestly no one, 

including Mr. Wright, was entirely satisfied with any of his analogues • 

Fortunately. they were unnecessary, except to wrench our oreconceotions . . 
loose, ~or Mr. Wright's primary concern was semantics as applied to 

contemporary history, and his underlying thesis was that the tensions 

which compose the world's social organization, if correctly analyzed, 

develop events with the logic of an adding machine. In this aspect, 

the paper was superb and Mr. Wright superbly courageous. 

On January 24, Mr. Roger Ferger took 11 Another Look at South 

America" and found it "an entrancing vista of many sights". As a 

change of pace from the thoughtful and sometimes difficult papers of 

the first three January meetings, ·it was a pleasant enough evening in 

the "My Trip Abroad" tradition; it came out at what comedians call a 

double-take of a press-relations junket during which the State Depart

ment apparently did what it could to improve its own press relations • 

On two scores the paper deserves comment. First, it contributed 

toward the solution of the question: What does the State Department do 

in these countries? Second, it. contained a suggestion surely worth 

more extended study and comment: that Cincinnati sponsor a sort of 

International House or market specifically aimed at developing South 

American commerce, roughly similar to the famous establishment of the 

same character in New Orleans. 
On January 31, Mr. Howard B. Luther read the budget, an agglomer-

ate of five widely different substances. There was "The Flower of 

Historians", by Mr. Luther himself, an account of the unusual interest 

~ r 
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ta~en by historians, principally nineteenth century, in roses; the 

paper was studded with comments and quotations by and about Bancroft, 

Lodge, Parkman, Prescott and a few others. Mr. Chalmers Hadley, in 

"Ancestors", contributed a short literary experiment which I believe 

might ~e.called a prose poem; with the tensity and density of poetry, 

but without its more obvious musical effects, it was a short lyric, 

highly subjective. 

"The Epic of the American Negro", by Ed Alexander, was a brief 

history of Negro slavery, and the progress of the Negro in legal and 

economic position in the United States; in the nature of a footnote 

to the· Supreme Court 1 s recent nonsegregation decision. In "The 

Student 1 s Wine Is Sherry", Clark Firestone gave us a witty and frolic

some poem on his favorite beverage; a happy, easygoing set of verses 

with a rhyme scheme and rhymes which were in themselves a tongue-

twisting and occasionally ear-splitting delight • 

Mr. Luther ended the program with his own "A Better Day", a bio-

graphical sketch of Thomas Day, who, as presented by Mr. Luther, was 

a fool, conceited, uncouth, har~h and stupid. So far as I can see, 

there would be little reason to examine his life had it not been for 

his rather odd determination to find a wife who would take him, and 

who at the same time would bring him a formidable list of virtues 

which he did not deserve. As an illustration of the life lived by 

rule I do not (think the paper was a success, as its protagonist was 

a transparent oaf. 
Excluding the last two meetings, January contrasted sharply with 

December at several interesting points. Where in December our good 
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doctors, and even the holiday celebration, gave us human individu

ality in its varied richness, January brought machinery. Dr. 

Mcintrye gave us man as a neurological mechanism; and Mr. Wright 

•.··. 

; ' 

: i 
,·_,: . 

gave us social organization and history as a sociological mechanism. t ·I ~ 

Put them together, and you get a fine whirring and clank. To adorn 

this wayward contraption, add Dr. Moore's evolving devil, and the 

thought-content of January's early meetings emerges as something 

which would puzzle even IBM. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~~w.trwLf 
Secretary 
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FEBRUARY, 1955 ., 
The Sinister Shadow of the Mafia 

JoHN A. LLOYD 

Business Meeting 

February 14 
A Yankee London Bookseller 

WYMAN A. PARKER 

February 21 
Barney Builds a Business 

JOSEPH B. HALL 

February 28 
Informal 

HENRY D. LORING 

LoUIS B. OWENS, Clerk 
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The Literary Club 

February Meetings 

Business Meeting February 7, 1955 

~resident Hall found a quorum or thirty-two members ready for 

matters or high·moment when he called the meeting to order on 

February 7, 1955, but nothing much happened. The minutes got by 

again, perhaps in anticipation or ferocious defense in case of 

attack. 

There was no old business. 

New business consisted or a few announcements. Mr. Adams in-

quired if it was appropriate to bring a group or six prominent 

Kentuckians to the meeting on February 28. Mr. Hessler assumed the 

guests would listen, not talk, and Dr. Moore ventured that in these 

circumstances the opportunity to spread light in the South was mani

fest •••• An invitation to the opening of· the new Public Library 

was extended and accepted on Mr. Vitz's assurance that the building 

was safe and that refreshments would be served on each floor at the 

drinking fountains. • • • Mr. Shine gave the word that on April 27 

the annual UC Day dinner would be given as a farewell salute to 

Dr. Walters, one of our members, and that The Literary Club would be 

invited to attend at four dollars a head • 

. As no one could think of anything else to do or say, a spirited 

motion to adjourn was unanimously passed. 
Prior to the meeting, Mr. John A. Lloyd read "The Sinister Shadow 

or the Mafia", which was about the Ohio legislature and which had 

. ·~ ' 
l < ·.~ l, 
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nothing to·do with the Mafia, though there were those among us who 

for· a few appalled moments had the notion that. the Mafia may have 

taken a hand in some of Ohio's more recent legislative lapses. 

Mr. Lloyd indicated that the explanation of the lapses was less 

dramatic and that, in fact, it inheres in a good but not perfect 

legislative system. The paper was a defense of Ohio's existing 

legislative system, evaluating both criticism and available alter

natives from the conservative point of view; a distillation obvi-. I 

ously, of years of thought and experience in the field, well and 

clearly written, fully matured. or particular interest to most of 

us were Mr. Lloyd's comments on lobbying. f:i personally would have 

enjoyed and appreciated more anecdote, but time limitations had 

forced on Mr. Lloyd a choice between anecdote and breadth of subject 

matter. 
Having myself taken an active part in one of the unicameral 

proposals, and having studied the Ohio legislature, I am probably 

one of those with whom Mr. Lloyd expressed a desire to avoid contro

versy. Anyway,! it is manifestly unfair for a secretary to know much 

about this subject. One comment, however, is in order. Mr. Lloyd, 

along with everyone else, admits that the present apportionment 

scheme is heavily weighted in favor of rural areas; his defense of 

it is that he likes it this way, and in this, too, he is joined by 

large numbers. However, rural favoritism is not what the founding 

fathers intended and is contrary to the theory of representative 
. . , 

democracy. (The constitutional provision which is largely responsible 

. l 

: v 
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·f~r rural favoritism ~as adopted in the early twentieth century.) 

In defending _rural favoritism, Mr. Lloyd is di~approving repre

s.entative democracy and, incidentally 1 disapproving the basis on 

which representation in the U. s. House of Representatives is 

arranged. This interests me. I would very much have liked to hear 

Mr. Lloyd's comments on his disapproval of representative democracy. 

On February 14 came Wyman A. Parker with a Valentine entitled 

"A Yankee London Bookseller", a· biographical sketch of Henry Stephens, 

a great nineteenth century booksel~er and collector's agent who, 

almost singlehanded, created and exploited the field of Americana • 

Mr. Parker took his protagonist from his birth in Vermont, through 

his college and Washington days, to London, and to the pinnacle of 

his career in London during which Stephens was building not only the 

great Americana collection of John Carter Brown in the United States, 
1 

but also the great collection of the British Museum. There was an 

inter~sting excursus on Anthony Panizzi of the British Museum which 

many of us found particularly interesting; and a few of the nineteenth 

century historians figured in this paper who had also figured in Mr • 

! Luther's pape.r of two weeks before on roses. I Mr. Parker 
1 
s work was 

i the good solid beef of research, documentation and fact, well mixed 

with direct quotation. -
It was interesting but also, on the whole, uncritical. Where the 

author's judgment wa~ perceptible, it was laudatory. This is one en

tirely sound and acceptable way to write a biographical sketch, and 

the man who chooses it deserves no criticism for his choice; it is 
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·perhaps the scholar's way, and hence the hard way. The personal 

views or some or us, however, find these things more fun when they 

are more critical, though not everyone can be a second Lytton 

Strachey. 1--some of Stephens' operations in the book-selling field 

obviously constituted what a later generation would call cornering 

the market, and what a still later generation would call a manipu

lative device or contrivance. This surely would have been a fruitful 

jumping-off point for comment had Mr. Parker cared to indulge himself; 

and if he had, perhaps he and we would have had a bit more run. 

The meeting on February 21 brought together a combination which 

was a natural, Mr. Joseph B. Hall with a paper on B. H. Kroger. 

"Barney Built a Business" was a biographical sketch of Kroger from 

his childhood in the nineteenth century to his death in the twentieth 

shortly after the depression of the thirties. It described with 

vividly selected detail the early struggles of a grocer with a new 

merchandising .idea, and followed both the man and the idea through 

their development in the business and financial world to their final 

flowering as a local and a national institution. 

I had to miss the meeting, but notes were taken by Messrs. 

Anderson and Stimson, and comments came from them and others. As was 

to be expected, Mr. Hall's .treatment was sympathetic. In an era when 

the Horatio Alger tradition sometimes looks tarnished, Mr. Hall's 

paper gave it perhaps the depth and patina of age. The story of 

B. H. Kroger is a true story, the integrity of the man was a true 

integrity, and Horatio Alger has the true and universal appeal of 
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Cinderella. A reaffirmation of these values by a knowing, straight

forward, and sympathetic man gave us a refreshing, ev"en a heartening 

evening; perhaps it emphasizes again the simple truth that sincerity 

and a genuine interest in the subject matter make an interesting 

paper. 

On· February 28, Mr. Henry Loring read the budget to a large 

ass.emblage of members and their distinguished guests from Kentucky. 

As the presence of the distinguished guests had been heralded, several 

papers of topical interest turned up. Specifically, Dr. Asbury's 

paper on "The Thorobred" was a definition, a tribute and a panegyric 

on and to thoro bred horses, racing, and Kentucky. "A Matter of Names", 

by Dr. Fabing, began with a geographical description of the Ohio River 

watershed, described briefly the navigation aids program, and suggested 

a few names for significant dams and lakes (on Dr. Fabing's suggestion 

that the proposed large dam above Coney Island be called "The U. S. 

Grant Dam", there were five rebel war whoops, sotto voce). Mr. Lee 

Shepard, in "Steamboat Business", gave us a brief history of the 

Louisville and Cincinnati Packet Company, and an account of a trip on 

one of its boats. 
There were three additional papers of a less topical nature. Mr • 

Loring's, on "Visual Aids", commented on his interest in seeing as 

well as hearing musicians perform; and in his "Two Elegies", Mr. Loring 

compared and contrasted Gray's Elegy with the great Italian elegy 

"I Sepolcri" by Foscolo; Mr. Loring essayed a translation from the 

Italian which was elegiac in tone, interesting, and appropriately 

sepulchral. 
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e e , Y uc en Wulsin, Jr., was on the. whole the high "Th Ti II b L i 

spot or the evening. It was the story of Young McDonald and his 

Scottish lass, Amy Phipps. Part fiction and part fact, the paper 

was a comment on the nature of human attachments and their 

adaptibility. 

It may be recalled that in the main December brought us human 

individuality in rich variety, and·January brought us humanity as 

machinery. This ~s not really surprising as in a sense the two 

themes represent one of the core conflicts of our age: individual 

man against collective man. Except for the budget, February drew 

further light to these themes. Mr. Lloyd's legislature was an im

perfect machine whose gears and wheels could almost have been put 

together by Mr. Wright to exemplify the mechanical nature of man's 

social relationships. On the other hand, Mr. Parker's bookseller 

and Mr. Hall's grocer were individual ~eings at large in a world 

which required and received individual decision and personal respon

sibility for it. Undoubtedly the bookseller's and the grocer's 

respective ids and super-egos were turning out anxiety in their pre

frontal factories like dynamos, but Mr. Hall and Mr. Parker did not 

know this. Equally, Mr. Lloyd's legislators were making individual 

decisions and taking responsibility for them; they were really only 

pieces of an imperfect contraption, but they did not know this. 

Perhaps I am finding relationships where none exist, and seeking 

an underlying integration without significance. If so, accept my 

apologies or blame my id--depending on the school to which you 
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belong--or perhaps take another suspicious look at Dr. Moore's 

revolving devil. 

Respectfully submitted1 

Secretary 
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The Literary Club 

March Meetings 

Business Meeting ¥arch ?. 1955 

On March 7, 1955, in the absence of President Hall, the business meet

ing was brQught to order with no difficulty by Vice President Osborn/. In a 

spirit or gentle numbness. the minutes got by. nobody produced any business t 

and adjournment by inaction followed. Mr. Adams made an old school try by 

thanking the club for entertaining his guests, but no one was aroused. 

Mr. Robert D. Van Fossen read the paper of the evening, "Gilwell Men", 

describing something called a Woodbage course - ~an ominous way of life un-

dertaken by scoutmasters as training. Gilwell, a forest-estate near London, 

was dedicated by Lord Baden-Powell to scouting; at Gilwell was originated 

the Woodbadge course, interxied as training in techniques or survival away 

from civilization in forest, jungle, or swamp. From Gilwell the course was 

brought to the United States and ultimately in 1954 to Mr. Van Fossen, who 

described his experiences in survival with some enthusiasm. 

That a substantial group of adult males is deeply interested in scout

ing must be obvious. That the interest is a mystery to others is equally 

I plain •. Is it a creative impulse of some kind? Is it a reaction from the 

complexity of modern living? A drift toward the concrete and understandable, 

away rrom the abstract and incomprehensible? It seems to me this interest 

in scouting must be an effort to firxi a sort of balance in a life otherwise 

somehow out of kilter, akin to one man's interest in gardening, another's 

interest in golf, and another's interest in sailboats. But this is only a 

guess. Mr. Van Fossen assumed that the interest was plain and explicable, 

and it seemed to me the assumption was a gap. I would have been interested 

in knowing what he seeks and gets from scouting. 
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On March 14 Mr. Fdward Merkel precipitated a confusion entitled "Gray 

Paper N~. 1", a fictitious account or the adventures or one.Boyd Jackson among 
• 

the lc;>cal communists, all or whom turned out in the end to be investigators 

or communism or counterfeits. In form a report to a club, the paper was an 

effort to s'atirize two things at once. Thing No. 1 was communism• Thing 

No. 2 was the way people conduct themselves in clubs and groups. When this 

technique is handled with finesse, it is a good deal of fun. Mr. Merkel, 

however, regards an occasional belt at human nature in general and psychol

ogists in particular as appropriate at any time and place. When this way

wardness is added to an effort at double satire, it is impossible to tell 

what is being made run or at any specific moment. There are people who are 

darkly irritated by this kind or irresponsibility. 

As a spoof o£ the w~ people act in clubs, the paper was moderately 

successful - particularly in those portions which burlesqued the ever-necessary 

minutes and the over-conscientious secretary, with both or which Mr. Merkel has 

had experience. As a satire o£ communism the paper was not good. For some 

budding Swift or Voltaire, a lovely, solid satire is ready for the taking in 

an application o£ the machinery of communism to ordinary human beings • Un

fortunately Mr. Merkel's knowledge or communist apparatus and techniques was 

not deep enough to enable him to do it; in the end all he really satirized 
~ 

was the poker-faced· p6~osity o£ communist terminology. 
f ' 

In his paper on March 21 entitled "Rid 'n Hell fer Leather", Mr. Ernest 

L. Becker selected an unusual hero, leather itself. From his boyhood the 

saddlery and footwear or the wild-West show had fascinated Mr. Becker, and 

he decided to take this occasion for release. The value or leather to man 

from prehistory to the present, its historical importance generally, tanning 
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~hods, by-products, ani some of its unusual miscellaneous uses--all were 

discussed.from the vantage point of scholarship and thought. 

The relevant question with a paper like this is whether the wri~er's 

interest in the subject has been successfully projected. Mr. Becker, himself, 

clearly finds leather intrinsically fascinating; as most or the rest or us do 

not, it is up to Mr. Becker to evoke our interest. In this Mr. Becker in the 

main was successful, although I personaliy would have been interested to have 

had the subject brought down to ~ daily life of shoes, belts, brief cases, 

and upholstery. I now know a great deal more about leather than I knew before; 

I am not sure I am a better man for my knowledge; but I did enjoy an unusual 

paper on it on March 21, 

On March 28, Mr. Charles Cellarius read an exceptionally varied and in-

teresting budget--and read it very well. In "A Can or Tobacco", Mr. George P, 

Stimson, a lone, lorn man who only wanted to smoke, fought the good fight 

agai'nst gears and levers or commercial machinery. John Gatch, in "The King's 

Adviser", wrote an appraisal of Aesop, and of brevity, quoting a few of the 

fables and commending their· style. In "The Write-up", Francis J. Moore heard 

another subway conversation which caught his fancy' and took it as a spring

board for a curiously disembodied murder story with a Frank Moore twist at the 

end. 

The two final papers were on Egypt. The first, "Egyptian Burials", by 

Charles Cellarius, was an appreciation of the.tombs and art or ancien~ Egypt, 

an artist's and antiquarian's delight. The second, "An Egyptian Vignette", 

by Lynn J. Radcliffe, was a short immersion in Egyptian politics; an interview 

with ·Nasser, an incident which brushed the revolution, and a brief comment on 

the revolutionary hope and spirit • 
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March was our month for hitting the byways and crossroads. In the main 

i the somewhat heavier themes of the past months were given a respite~ and the 

club was given a rew tablespoons of novelty. Mr. Van Fossen on scouting, Mr. 

Becker on leather, and Mr. Merkel on clubs and communism in a sense, of course, 

continued the theme of the individual man as opposed to collective mechanism; 

Mr. Merkel's paper was superficially a peculiar combination of both, but super-

ficially only. The budget rather oddly carried through the month of qyways 

except for the two papers on Egypt. These in a sense were a sharp reminder 

' of the themes which had dominated the earlier months; Mr. Cellarius on ancient 

Egyptian art was writing of man in his artistic and religious efforts, w~le 

Mr. Radcliffe with his overtones of social progress gave us man as a collective 

mechanism. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Secretary 
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The Literary Club 

April Meetings 

Business Meeting April 4, 1955 

President Virginius Hall called to order a happy quorum of thirty

seven members for the business meeting on April 4. The minutes passed by 

without incident. There was no old business. The only item of new busi

ness was the presentation of a letter from Mr. Black resigning from the 

club because of his inability to attend night meetings. Mr. Black's 

resignation was accepted, following which the meeting was adjourned. The 

members expressed regret at Mr. Black's resignation, but your Secretary 

was given to understand that as a matter of parliamentary precedent, re

gret is not expressed in the action accepting the resignation. 

Prior to the meeting, Mr •. Lee Shepard read his paper 11128 By Actual 

Count", an unusual discussion of genealogy, coats of arms and English proto-

col. Beginning with a brief caricature of the superficial genealogist who 

specializes in trimming and beautifying the family tree, Mr. Shepard pro-

ceeded to his Aunt Kate's vigorous cultivation of the Shepard family tree 

and s·everal incidents demonstrating Mr. Shepard's own fertilizing. There 

sec.o·~J · was a P889P~ section on coats of arms, particularly the function of the 

College of Arms in London, and a final section on protocol. 

While FW. Shepard's fascination with his subject cannot possibly 

be classed as universal, the paper had the somewhat distinctive quality 

of settling a lot of questions buzzing aimlessly in people's heads with

out structure or dynamic focus. For example, that the early colonists 

of this country are seven generations from ourselves; that it took 128 

colonists (or their equivalent) to make one Mr. Shepard; that there is a 

stern and definite set of rules about coats of arms; that who sits where 

a~ a diplomatic dinner table is also the subject of a stern set of rules; 
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and that the word 11Wolfstone 11 does have something to do with wolves. Or

~ering chaos is always fun, even a very minor chaos. Though many of us 

found no great interest in Mr. Shepard's subject for itself, therefore, 

practically all of us found pleasure in anchoring bits of mental·flotsam 

and' jetsam which until then were floating loose • 

. On April 11 Hr. Bertrand Smith read his paper "Another Smith? 11
, a 

short biographical study of Sidney Smith,beginning with his remarkable 

father, Robert, and ending with his death as the occupant of a living in 

rural England. Sidney Smith was one of those remarkable churchmen which 

only England seems to produce: from Winchester, which he hated, he went 

on to Oxford, and finally into the Church, principally because he had 

nothing better to do. He helped to found, and remained active on, the 

Edinburgh Review, that vigorous and influential journal, went to Lorrlon 

where he eked out a living with assorted preacherships and lecturing en-

gagements, and finally went to the rural living which had been obtained 

for him by Lady Holland, the presiding genius of Holland House, in which 

Sidney Smith was a shining light. He died the village sage and jack-of-

all experts. 

Sidney Smith was a remarkable man, and Bertrand Smith's a remark

able paper. On the bones of biographical landmarks, Hr. Smith constructed 

a lively, learned and spritely study. Sidney Smith was one of those people 

whose personality and brilliance dazzled and fascinated his contemporaries 

far beyond any logical explanation for it in the works which have survived 

for later generations; Lady Mary Wortley Montagu is an ex~nple; Samuel 

Johnson would be another had it not been for Boswell. This kind of sub

ject is ,peculiarly difficult for later biographers; Bertrand Smith carried 

it·off brilliantly, though I will confess to a residual bewilderment at 
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his protagonist's social success. Nevertheless, the paper was a critical 

st~dy in the best Lytton Strachey tradition - for my money, the liveliest 

and best tradition for a short biographical study. 

Mr. John H. Garber in the program on April 18 read two papers and 

a poem. The springboard for "Time Enough" was a letter regretting that 

there was not time enough for a walking trip to Asheville. The paper was 

a story in reminiscent vein, the theme of which was the conflict between 

the desire to escape the daily dustfall of responsbility and decision and 

the actual impracticability of doing it. John and Jeffery started one 

afternoon for a walk in Northern Kentucky, found themselves in an isolated 

valley, stumbled into a cock fight at Big Bone, spent the night at Rabbit 

Hash, went fishing on the river, exchanged the fish for a cannon in Warsaw, 

spent the next night at a plantation, went to church at Hanover, and borrow-

ed a car to return home. They play with the idea of living this way, but 

in the end nothing happens. 

"Silas Sidewater's Birthday Party", the second paper, was an account 

of a widower's isolation and dependence on friends and habits. On his 

eightieth birthday, after forty-years of amiable aloofness, Silas capit

ulated at a party in his favorite restaurant, and married a thoughtful 

waitress. 

nBert 's Dream", a poem, described a dream recounted to Iv!r. Garber 

by James Albert Green in which the hero on going to heaven is met by all 

the dogs he ever owned. , 

I am not the one to demand a point or purpose in everything which 

is written for and read to the Club, but I will confess to a little diffi

culty with Mr. Garber's program on the scores of direction and emphasis. 

I did not understand Silas Sidewater's sudden capitulation to matrimony 

i. 
) 
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after forty years of easy-going resistance; I was not prepared for it • 

I believe I understood somewhat better the toying by ~effery anrl John, 

in "Time Enough11 , with the idea of escape. EVen so I do not know whether 

"Time Enough11 was a study in the futility of efforts to escape, or whether 

its e'ssential theme was that just a little escape is enough. In any event, 

the papers were interesting and varied, and there is much to be said for 

a program where almost anything can happen next. 

On April 25 Mr. Walter Keagy read a distinguished .budget program. 

Two of the papers concerned Mexico, the third was a change of pace by Mr. 

Maxwell. In 11 Noche Triste 11 , Dr. Frank Mayfield gave us his reflexions on 

the significance and meaning of the phrase 11 Noche Triste 11 in Hexican history 

and life. This was the night when Cortez wept contemplating his disaster 

in Mexico City; history, observation, and speculation were curiously inter-

woven in a fabric of unusual pattern. Mr. Keagy's own paper was an appre-

ciation of that distinctively Mexicran hero and clown, Cantinflas, with 

i ' 
i particular relish in a bullfight in which the great clown not only played 

the matador in traditional style, but clowned and burlesqued the matador 

while doing it. 

In 11 Camoufla11e 11 James Maxwell reached into his army experiences 
0 ' 

for an hilarious account of army discipline at the crossroads. A group of 

artists, intended ultimately for camouflage work, were sent to Jefferson 

Barracks for indoctrination; it was the army which got the indoctrination. 

So ended April, a month, on the whole, of freshness, interest, 

variety, .and a healthy leavening of aimlessness. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Z!H vv,rvwM 
Secretary 

I 
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EDWARD J. McGRATH 

Business Meeting 

Some Other Parts of the World 
}AMES G. StEWART 

May 16 
Medical Tour 1899 

DERRICK T. VAlL 

May 23 
Old Men Forget 

RANDOLPH L. WADSWORTH. 

May 30 
Informal 

RALPH G. CAROTHERS 

• 
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The Literary Club 

May Meetings 

Business Meeting May 2. 1955 

Vice President Dale Osborn called to order a generous quorum 

of ~hirty-three for the business meeting of May 2. The Club clerk, Dr. 

louis Owens, perfonned as secretary. The minutes were approved without 

comment, probably because an attack on them would have caught the wrong 
.,t 

man. A moving memorial to James Albert Green was read by Mr. Gatch for 

himself and for his committee, Mr. Draper and Mr. Lotspeich. A copy of 

the memorial is attached to the minutes; and a copy was sent to Mr. Green's 

family. 

The resignation or Mr. Hubert Campbell as a member of the Club 

was read and accepted. 

Mr. Carl Vitz read a telegram from the lexicographer, N. Webster, 

stating that a copy of his dictionary was being given to the Club. Your 

secretary notes that the dictionary has duly been delivered. There being 

no further business, the meeting was adjourned. 

Prior to the business 11\eeting, Dr. Edward McGrath read "Segment 

or a Skyline", an intimate study of the Catholic order of the Passionist 

Fathers, whose monastery and Church of the Immaculata on the brow of Mt. 

Adams form a distinctive feature of Cincinnati's skyline. From recollec-

tiona of his boyhood spent in the vicinity, and his service for a number 

or years as church organist, Dr. McGrath drew a vivid picture of the 

history of this relatively obscure order of monks. Numbering only 850 

in America, and 4,000 in the world, the Passionists lead lives of as

cetici~m and austerity, beginning each day with devotional services at 

2:00 a•m· Invited to Cincinnati in April, 1871 by Archbishop Purcell, 

~~~~~:*£:;; ~~. 
·~ ~ Ct-t ~ "*"-fQ..J. .M. ~ ~;\J:'-4. ~ 
''-/a-, ~ '1 ~ "'n:. . 
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and assisted by . a distinguished woman of her time, Mrs. Sarah worthington 

King Peter, the Passionists have been a steadily growing influence in the 
~ .. 

community, and particularly in Mt. Adams; their local monastery is the 

theological seminary ·or the Western Province. The paper was high-lighted 

by a moving account of two .services conducted by the order. The first , 

in 1928, was a brilliant occasion of rejoicing at the departure or three · 

of the brothers as missionaries to China; one of them, Father Walter 

Couveyou, had been a f'riend of Dr. McGrath from boyhood. The second ser

vice, just a year later, was a solemn requiem for the three missionaries, 

who had been killed by Chinese bandits. An interesting and informative 

paper, particularly for those who had read the recent book, "I Was a Monk", 

which was about the same order. 

On May 9, 1955, James G. Stewart's paper entitled "Some Other 

Parts of the World", described two trj.ps to the Orient in 1953 and 1954. 

Judge Stewart's adventures included a Rota~; Club Meeting in Hong Kong, 

a lawyers 1 club meeting in Calcutta, a newspaper men 1 s meeting in New Delhi, 

and in Agra the most beautiful inanimate object in the world - the Taj ~Iahal 

by lllOOnlight • 

The paper was principally about Japan, starting with a short con

densation of its history from 660 B.C. up to 1946.A£ter Japan's defeat in 

. World War II, the people lost their faith in.the Shinto Sun Goddess- she 

had deserted them. But. they have begun now to believe she had merely 

punished them for warring against America which b.ad a century ago brought 

them into contact with the western world and had been, therefore, responsible 

for Japan •s modernization. 

Following an interesting description of the attractive character-

istics o£ the Japanese people, their gracious family ~ife, their religions, 

\: 
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. the paper ~iscussed the economic conditions in Japan - farm labor _ factory 

workers - the progress of Communist ideas. It is to the great credit of 

the Japanese people that so far Communism, with all its noise, has ~de 

such little progress. Before and during World War II the Japanese had E'..X

pandedotremendously,- they held Manchuria- they captured Hong Kong, Bang

kok, Siam, Singapore - and conquered most of China. After the surrender 

they were all returned to their own islands and are now like steam in a 

boiler. 

The main theme of the paper was in the following sentence: 11 0ne 

cannot help but have a great admiration for the industry, patience, hope, 

and faith of the Japanese people". 

On Monday, May 16, Derrick T. Vail came down from Chicago to 

tell the Club something about his father, Derrick T. Vail, Sr. who was 

for a short time also a member of the Literary Club. 

Since the minutes of the Club do not reveal that the elder Vail 
0 

read any papers during his membership, the son sought to rectify the omis-

sion and submitted as his contribution for the evening excerpts from the 

father's diary under the title "~ledtcal Tour, 189911
• 

·· The diary was far longer than the average Club paper, but Der-

rick Vail, Jr., picked and chose, revealing the father's love of detail, 

his observations on Washington and New York, his medical notes of his 

atta.ck of seasickness, and the descriptions of London, its people and its 

customs. Dr. Vail, Sr., was no admirer of Queen Victoria nor of the pomp 

and glory of an England that was. His comparisons were all in favor of 

America. From England he went to Hamburg and then Denmark, to visit the 

mother of Dr. Christian R. Holmes,who proved to be a gracious hostess 
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living in modest circumstances. 

Though both in the writing and reading, the narrative ju~~~ped 

and wandered, it was, nevertheless, an interesting and valuable paper for 
- . 

the Club by a member who does not. let distance keep him from fulfilling 

his literary obligations. 

on May 23, Mr. Randolph L. Wadsworth in "Old Men Forget", pre- . 

sented an extended review or the autobiography or Alfred Duff Cooper, whose 

career spanned roughly the first half or this ~entury. From the contemporary 

historian's point of view, the book is a "must" for the light it throws on 

the great personalities apd events which modeled the face of 20th Century 

history. 

From a biographical, or perhaps a literary point of view, the book 

was a disappointment. Woven through the paper, and occasionally explicit, 

was the overriding comment that here was the story of a life which did not 

fulfill its promise. Duff Cooper was apparently a man who could not whole

heartedly give himself to anything, who could not wholeheartedly try. What

ever he was doing he could accomplish only if it came easily; if it was , ~~ 
hard to do he could not do it because he could not, or would not, Marl.ial 

' 
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his abilities. The reason for this curious incapacity is not in the book 

and w~s·not discussed in~~. Wadsworth's paper, Perhaps speculation would 

have been out of pl~ce in the paper but I would have enjoyed it, had it 

been there, 

Dr. Ralph Carother's budget program on May 30 began with the story 

"Tiger in the, Night" by Valerie Foulkes, which won this year's Literary Club 

prize, It was a sensitive and imaginative story of a baby sitter living 

vicariously in the family for which she worked and toying dangerously with 

the destruction of the values she most seriously wanted to preserve. It 

was, I suppose, an "art" story, especially with its question-~rk errling, 

which I personally did not like; at the same time it was a subtle and re-

markable novelty. 

/"' The second item was. a continuation of Mr. Edward Merkel's "Guide-

---

Book", this time a chapter on "The Airport", of which a severe criticism 

is expected in these minutes. It was inaccurate in its fearful omission 

of Pittsburgh as an agreeable air stop, according to Mr. Hessler. Aside . 
from taeee numberless inaccuracies, it was dull, superficial, ill-constructed, 

badly written, and all in all, a horrible thing. In "Music and Morale", Mr. 

Joseph Sagmaster drew heavily on an opini~n by Mr. John D. Ellis on the neces

sity and use of bands in parades. Messrs. Sagmaster and Ellis complemented 

each other in a spirit of broad irony. Dr. Eslie Asbury's "Random Thoughts 

of an Incompetent Man" discussed today 1s anti-intellectual movement in 

general with disapproval, but also with a bit of appropriate finger-wagging. 

Somehow your secretary got involved in this one, but the encounter was 

bloodless. 

So ended May, a five meeting month which found your secretary 

missing from three. For sections of these minutes I tender ~ thanks to 

l ' 
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Messrs, Owens, Keagy, Gatch and Stimson, 

I also suggest that another and more sedentary secretary be un-

veiled for the coming year. I do not mind the dead cats thrown in both _ 

directions, and on the whole the going has been rocky but fun. It seems 

to me, however, that The Literary Club is entitled to a secretary who 

can give these minutes coherence and continuity; with a secretary who 

must be absent as often as I, the Club is not receiving from me what it 

should receive from its secretary, 

Respectfully submitted, 

fl~w.~ 
Secretary 
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The Literary Club 

June Ivieetings 

Business Meeting June 6. 1955 

·rn the absence of the President and Vice President,. Dr. Louis 

Owens, as Clerk, called to order a handsome quorum of thirty-six members. 

The minutes, a patchwork of several obliging contributors, were speedily 

approved in anticipation of the coming election. There being no old 

business nor new business, the rest of the evening was devoted to elect-

ing the following: 

President: Dr. Dale Osborn, in an easy trot 

Vice President: ~~. Bart Shine, in an easy walk 

Secretary: l'.ll'. Edward Merkel, in a field of dark horses 

Treasurer: Mr. William E. Anderson, in a race without 

also-rans. This election is the first within 

the memory of living man.in which no vote was 

cast for anyone else; even Walter Keagy. 

Clerk: Dr. Louis B. Owens, in an easy canter. 

Trustee: (to fill the remaining portion of Mr. Shine's 

term, expiring in 1957) - Mr. Carl Vitz, in 

a wi.ld display of indecision on three ballots 

in a field of ten. 

Trustee: (for the term expiring in 1958) - Hr. William 

G. vlerner; to succeed himself, with no diffi-

culties. 

Having roused itself to high feeling in the hotly contested elec-

tion of the unexpected trustee, the meeting adjourned on a note of re-

laxation. 
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Prior to the meeting, Mr. Norris Edwards had read "Now He Has 

Had It", a description of a trip to Europe last winter on the Andrea Doria, 

The .passage began with an almost depressing banality as the ship put out 

from New York, but shortly ran into a full-fledged, three-day gale. Mr. 

Edwards had wanted a bit of weather; now, as the title says, he has had it. 

A gale in a great ship can be an exciting experience, and I1r. Ed-

wards availed himself of the opportunity. Oddly written in a mildly sub
.J.t 

jective third person, the paper was an unexpected combination of coldly 
1\ 

objective and the gee-whiz in travel literature, The omissions too were 

curious; e.g., we were spared all references to seasickness, to which the 

Edwards family is blessedly immune; descriptive sea-prose was held to a 

minimum; and fear for personal safety was absent from all hands and minds, 

replaced by a .critical irritation at the captain's navigation. I have a 

hunch that a meteorologist would find much in the pape~ on which to com-

ment (like a hurricane coming down from the North of Europe), but Mr. 

Edward's meteorology and seamanship were good enough for me, This was 

thf? first fully nautical Club paper in my memory, and if 1'll'. Edwards turns 

out to be our min C. s. Forester, I shall not complain. 

The last meeting of the Club year began briskly, but about five 

minutes late, with a letter from Malcolm "Marmaduke" McGregor indicat

ing that he expects to mush in with a paper next January. 

The program of the evening was read by 0, M. Gale, "Silver Lady 

Shining Bright", a fictionalized biography of Baby Doe Tabor, that 19th 

century myth, who in our generation somehow equates with the Colorado 

rockies in the roaring era. It was an exceptionally interesting paper, well 

read, well. researched, and with minor fictional detail which did no vio

lence to a~one. Beginning with the discovery of Baby Doe's death in a 

;· 
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deserted mining cabin, the paper caught reactions and biographical rem

iniscences from varied people reacting to news or her death: a 9hild

hood friend, a son-in-law, a barkeep. 

Perhaps because the paper's form was not immediately apparent, 

there seemed to be a straining for effect, a self-conscious hUnting for 

words in the early part, which disappeared into a natural, warm eloquence 

when the narrative was well under way. Hanging a biography on a series 

or reminiscences is a narrative device, perhaps like the first person 

novel, or the ficticious diary - and usable with telling effect in many 

forms. Mr. Gale's paper would be a good jumping-oft point for a dis-

cussion or the appropriate use or the narrative device, as Mr. Gale used 

it more for mechanical variety than for any organic contribution to the 

whole. Whether or not the paper used its narrative device appropriately, 

however, it was enthralling, and it brought the 1954-55 season to an end 

at one or its high points. 

Respectfully submitted, 

.z~ 10~ 
Secretary 
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